VISIT TO JEWISH COMMUNITIES
IN
UKRAINE AND MOLDOVA
April 1-30, 1998

This report is divided into three sections: (1) Ukraine; (2) Moldova; and (3) Hillel
Pesach Project in Moldova.
Ukraine
The writer visited Kyiv, Lviv, and Chernovtsy before crossing into Moldova. After
leaving Moldova, the writer went to Odessa, Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhya, and
Kharkiv, all in Ukraine. A second visit to Kyiv occurred at the end of the trip.
Ukraine is the second largest new state to have emerged from the former Soviet
Union, following only Russia in size. It is approximately equal to France in both
territorial expanse and population. Reflecting economic chaos and emigration,
the number of its inhabitants has diminished from over 52 million at
independence in 1991 to about 50 million in 1998. About 90,000 more people
died in the first three months of 1998 than were born during the same period, a
trend that has been visible for several years.1
The gross domestic product of Ukraine has decreased by about 60 percent since
1991 and only recently has begun to show a marginal increase. Commentary on
the Ukrainian economic situation in both the international and Ukrainian press
has been extensive, pointing to the following factors as critical: excessive
government spending; failure to develop and enforce an equitable tax system;
massive foreign borrowing; lack of reform in agricultural and energy sectors;
widespread corruption; and rampant crime. Such conditions drive off foreign
investment, which has diminished substantially in the last several years. About
one-half of the economy is in private hands.

1

Kyiv Post, 4:36 (May 8, 1998), p. 3. The birth rate among the Ukrainian Jewish population, in
particular, is even lower. Ukrainian Jewish deaths are believed to exceed Ukrainian Jewish births
by about 9:1.
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The absence of a tax system has led to a near-collapse of the public sector.
Wage and pension arrears reached approximately $5 billion in mid-1998. The
physical infrastructure of the country is crumbling, public education has
deteriorated, and the quality of medical care is declining.
In national elections for the Ukrainian Rada (parliament) in March 1998,
Communists won the largest bloc of seats (25 percent) on a platform of reversing
the major portion of privatization, a partial re-nationalization of the banking and
industrial sectors, and "voluntary reunification" with Russia. Other leftist parties
gained another 15 to 20 percent of Rada seats. Business interests attained 40 to
50 percent of Rada positions. The resulting composition of the Rada is likely to
obstruct the reform efforts of President Leonid Kuchma. Presidential elections
will be held in October 1999.
"Ukrainianization" continues at a rapid pace. Russian remains the working
language of almost all large cities, but street and commercial signs are shifting to
Ukrainian.2 Television is highly politicized, newspapers somewhat less so.
Independent Ukraine is not without positive aspects. The recent elections were
considered clean by independent observers. Ethnic demagoguery is much less
visible than Ukrainian history might suggest. Antisemitism persists, but its base
is almost entirely at a popular, street level without government support. Ukraine
enjoys good relations with its neighbors, although Russia persists in its irritation
over Ukrainian control of Crimea, a strategic area with an overwhelmingly
Russian population. Ukraine declared itself a non-nuclear weapons state in
1994, accepting international assistance in removing Soviet nuclear arms from its
territory. Under United States pressure, Ukraine ceased nuclear cooperation
with Iran in 1997.
Ukraine is the fourth largest recipient of U.S. foreign aid, beneficiary of $225
million in 1998. English-language skills are highly valued.
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Most native speakers of Russian are able to understand 70 to 80 percent of written Ukrainian.
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Kyiv
1. Rabbi Yaakov Dov Bleich, a Karliner-Stoliner hasid and Chief Rabbi of Kyiv
and Ukraine, returned to Kyiv with his family in mid-winter after a prolonged
absence due to illness. Rabbi Bleich is considered one of the more effective
rabbis in the transition states, a skilled analyst and capable organizer. He has
resumed a vigorous schedule, continuing to build various local and national
Jewish institutions. Although he would have initiated such endeavors under any
circumstances, the strengthening of alternative Jewish organizations assumed a
new urgency following the establishment of the All-Ukraine Jewish Congress
(Всеукраїнський Еврейський Конгресс) by Vadim Rabinovich in April 1997.
Vadim Rabinovich is on the "watch list" of the United States, denied entry to the
U.S. and shunned by senior American officials because of his involvement in
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narcotics trafficking, weapons trading, money laundering, and other criminal
activity. His pretension to Jewish communal leadership is, at minimum, a serious
distraction to the tasks of Jewish governance and Jewish community-building in
Ukraine. Mr. Rabinovich is a financial supporter of Ukrainian President Leonid
Kuchma, who, in turn encourages Mr. Rabinovich in his Jewish communal
endeavors. Mr. Kuchma is said to believe that an active organized Ukrainian
Jewish infrastructure may be able to engage the support of the American Jewish
lobby, which Mr. Kuchma perceives as influential in shaping U.S. foreign policy.
Despite entreaties by the U.S. government, Mr. Kuchma persists in his support of
Mr. Rabinovich as a Jewish communal leader.
Rabbi Bleich has embarked upon a two-tiered strategy to cope with Mr.
Rabinovich. First, he is working to strengthen local and national Jewish
institutions (such as the Kyiv Municipal Jewish Association, an umbrella
organization for various local Jewish groups, and the Union of Jewish Religious
Organizations of Ukraine) that provide an alternative source of services to
Ukrainian Jews. Second, he has accepted a modest role inside the Congress
that permits him to monitor and exert some influence over Congress activity.
The scope of All-Ukraine Jewish Congress operations has been circumscribed
by the refusal of Chabad rabbis within Ukraine to affiliate with it. Thus, Mr.
Rabinovich is denied the support of leading Jewish organizations in such large
cities as Dnipropetrovsk and Kharkiv, as well as a host of smaller Ukrainian
Jewish communities in which the Chabad movement predominates. However,
more than 100 local Jewish groups have associated with the Congress, most in
hope of receiving financial stipends from it. Financial grants to member
organizations has been minimal. Mr. Rabinovich's dictatorial and mercurial
leadership style further limits his effectiveness.
2. The Kyiv Municipal Jewish Association brings together 18 local Jewish
organizations under the leadership of Rabbi Yaakov Bleich and Executive
These organizations include: Club for
Director Anatoliy P. Shengait.
Intelligentsia, a Home for Elderly (under development; see below), the Jewish
Musical Theater Neshoma (group of elderly singers), Hesed Avot, Chevra
Kadisha, Jewish Women's Club, Shadchan Service, the Center for Vocational
Retraining, the Jewish Press and Information Center, the monthly Jewish
newspaper Vozrozhdeniye (Возрождение; Renaissance), a klezmer ensemble,
the nascent Jewish University group Ekonomika (see below), Makor (youth
initiatives), Gymnasium #299 (day school under Rabbi Bleich's supervision), the
Children's Musical Theater Emuna, Jewish summer camps, and a Jewish sports
club.
Rabbi Bleich has secured funding from about 20 local Jewish donors for support
of these organizations and for general communal activity. For example, the
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Association held a farewell party for Zvi Magen, the former Ambassador of the
State of Israel, shortly before he departed from Ukraine.
Chabad and
Progressive groups have not joined this institution.
3. The Union of Jewish Religious Organizations of Ukraine (Об'еднання
іудейських релігйних організацій Україне) held a conference in March in
Dnipropetrovsk, which was attended by most of the 20 community rabbis in
Ukraine3 as well as Jewish Agency shlichim (emissaries) in Ukraine, Uri Ohaly of
the Jewish Agency Department of Education, and Rabbi Shear-Yashuv Cohen,
the Chief Rabbi of Haifa. The conference was considered a major success by all
of those in attendance, fortifying relations between the (Orthodox) rabbis and the
representatives of Sochnut (Jewish Agency), many of whom are secular.4 So
pleased were the rabbis with the participation of Jewish Agency shlichim that
they plan to invite representatives of other organizations, such as the Joint
Distribution Committee and Nativ (Lishkat Hakesher), to future rabbinic conferences.
The three-day conference was held in Dnipropetrovsk to facilitate evasion of
Vadim Rabinovich, who is based in Kyiv. The Dnipropetrovsk venue further
enhanced the reputation of Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki, Chief Rabbi of
Dnipropetrovsk, who organized the conference and whose many
accomplishments were visible to conference participants as their sessions were
scheduled to take place in his various local Jewish institutions.5
4. Rabbi Bleich spoke of several groups represented in the Kyiv Municipal
Jewish Association. The Jewish University group Ekonomika is the nucleus of
a new Jewish university that will be launched in the 1998-1999 academic year.
Beginning with courses in business and management taught by professors at
existing Kyiv institutions, the University will be organized according to the model
of Yeshiva University in New York, i.e., a secular curriculum accompanied by
Jewish studies courses. It will aim for excellence in both general and Judaic
studies, be sensitive to the Jewish calendar, and, in its early years, use
classroom space in the Jewish day school associated with Rabbi Bleich. The
Judaic studies classes will be taught by rabbis and other qualified scholars.
If an agreement can be reached with the Kyiv-based International Solomon
University, the new Jewish university will collaborate with it in course offerings.6
3

These rabbis are based in: Kyiv (3 rabbis), Odessa and Kharkiv (2 rabbis each), Berdichev,
Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk, Kherson, Korosten (non-resident), Lviv, Mukachevo (non-resident),
Nikolaev, Simferopol, Vinnitsa (non-resident), Zaporizhya, and Zhitomir.
4

Rabbi David Wilfond, a Reform rabbi in Kyiv, was not invited to this conference. See pp. 9-12.

5

Rabbi Kaminezki has developed more Jewish institutions than any other rabbi in the postSoviet successor states. See pp. 34-42.
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Rabbi Bleich and others believe that such a post-secondary Jewish institution is
necessary so that Jewish day school graduates, in particular, can continue their
education in a Jewish setting.
The Home for Elderly is one of three projects under development with United
States Department of Agriculture financial assistance. It will contain 44 one-room
and 27 two-room apartments, along with a medical suite, an activities area, and
other service facilities. It will be open to both Jewish and non-Jewish elderly.
(The other two projects, which are not represented in the Kyiv Municipal Jewish
Association because they have no Jewish content, are The 21st Century
Foundation and the Ukrainian Soy Association. The former will develop curricula
in civil society and market economics for Ukrainian schools and the latter will
promote Ukrainian import of American soy and soy-based products.) These
projects have their own administrator.7
The Kyiv Municipal Jewish Association is providing $50,000 for renovation of the
Sheykavitskaya street synagogue. Most of the funds will be directed toward
strengthening the foundation of the structure and transformation of its basement
into a Jewish community center with space for youth activities.
5. Khariton Gilgur, is director of the Jewish Gymnasium or School #299, the
Kyiv day school that operates under the auspices of Yad Yisroel, the support
organization for Karliner-Stoliner hasidim activity in the successor states. Mr.
Gilgur said that 523 pupils are enrolled in all three buildings (kindergarten and
lower grades, girls' school, and boys' school) and that the declining birth rate
among Jews suggests that enrollment is unlikely to grow significantly. The
school could accept more youngsters in its kindergarten and lower grades, but
this program is very expensive to operate because that building lacks its own
kitchen and food must be bought there every day from the kitchen at the girls'
school. If the school had money to install a kitchen in this building, more children
would be accepted for enrollment. About 10 percent of the pupils leave the
school every year to emigrate to other countries, most with their parents.
According to Mr. Gilgur, the primary goal of the school is "to make Jews" of the
pupils and "push them to Israel". Unless they emigrate to another country with
their families, most youngsters who graduate from the school will settle in Israel.
Some go immediately after graduation, others may start university in Kyiv and
emigrate later. It is likely that some graduates will find the new Kyiv-based
Jewish university appealing. School #299 maintains contacts with many post-

6

Ostensibly a Jewish university, International Solomon University maintains a majority nonJewish enrollment and observes few Jewish customs.
7

Rabbi Bleich, a native of Brooklyn, arranged the USDA program.
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secondary institutions in Israel so that its graduates may be directed to
appropriate programs there.
Pupils in School #299 study one class period of Hebrew and two periods of
Jewish tradition daily. The school has developed its own Hebrew curriculum and
teaches some Jewish tradition courses in Hebrew. Additionally, pupils are taught
between 36 and 40 hours of Jewish history each year. Locally trained individuals
teach Hebrew and six people with education experience in Israel or the U.S.
teach Jewish tradition classes. The school holds morning prayers and mincha
every day, but these sessions are voluntary because of its public-school status.
Some of their Judaic studies teachers leave the school for positions at Ohr
Somayach in Odessa, which offers more generous compensation. Another
problem is the return of some youngsters who go to Israel with the Children of
Chernobyl program. The Children of Chernobyl education component in Israel is
very weak, thus forcing some youngsters to repeat a grade if they return to Kyiv.
School #299 is highly regarded throughout the city because its pupils score very
well on citywide exams in secular subjects. It must compete with private schools
and with special schools offering concentrations in mathematics or in foreign
languages. Because it is dependent on buses to bring in pupils from all over the
city, the boys' school begins classes only at 9:00 a.m. and the girls' school at
9:30 a.m. School is dismissed at 5:25 p.m., but some youngsters arrive at their
homes only at 7:30 p.m. due to very long bus routes through heavy traffic. The
school may offer enrichment classes for gifted children on Sundays in order to
retain them, although the special sessions will cost about $2,000 each month for
teacher salaries, meals, and transportation.
The school has 21 486 computers in its boys' division and 11 386s in its girls
school. Both programs require more advanced hardware and software so that
more advanced programs can be taught.
6. The Yad Yisroel boarding school in Kyiv began the school year with an
enrollment of 38 boys between the ages of 10 and 16.
It currently
accommodates 21 boys, most of the remainder having moved on to other
academic programs in Israel, Canada, or other countries. Four boys returned to
their homes because of homesickness. All current enrollees are normal children
from problematic homes, most from small Jewish population centers in Ukraine.
Rabbi Moishe Fima, a native of England, supervises the overall program, now in
its first year of operation. Khariton Gilgur directs the academic component, and
Inna Markovna Ioffe supervises the dormitory. The boys live on one floor of a
dormitory building, most of which is now in commercial use, in the same district
as the Shekavitskaya street synagogue. Three or four boys live in each
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bedroom; the floor also includes a kitchen and dining room. Most classes are
held in rooms on the top two floors of a structure adjacent to the synagogue, but
boys go by bus to the boys' day school (#299) for classes in computer skills and
physical education.
Rabbi Fima hopes that the entire program will be accommodated in a new
building next year that will include a dormitory, classrooms, computer room,
gymnasium, dining room, and recreational space. About 70 percent of the
academic curriculum consists of general subjects and 30 percent of Judaic
subjects. Classes are small, each including no more than five or six boys. The
school operates for a full day four days each week, Monday through Thursday,
and a half day on Friday and Sunday. An extracurricular program is offered,
including swimming lessons at a municipal pool, and excursions to various other
cities are also available to each boy.
Reflecting deficient schools in their hometowns and difficult lives in problematic
homes, many of the boys require academic tutoring in Kyiv. Many of them also
need instruction in basic hygiene practices.
Rabbi Fima expects all boys in the program to continue their post-secondary
education at institutions in Israel, the United States, or Canada with which the
Karliner-Stoliner movement has ties. Parents are informed of this expectation
when boys enroll in the boarding school and are consulted about the destinations
of their sons. It is unlikely that any of the boys will remain in Ukraine as adults.
The program receives some aid from World Jewish Relief (London) and modest
support from JDC. JDC, Sokhnut, and the Lishkat Hakesher (Nativ) are likely to
refer boys to the school in the future.
Girls requiring such a program are usually offered places at a Karliner-Stoliner
boarding school for Russian-speaking girls in Jerusalem. No specific plans exist
for opening a girls' boarding school in Kyiv.
7. School #128 is a mixed school on the left side of the Dnipr River, enrolling
300 youngsters in a conventional district public school and 300 additional pupils,
ages 7 to 17, in a school curriculum that includes the regular program plus five
additional classes of Jewish subjects each week. Supervised by the Israeli
Ministry of Education under the Nativ (Lishkat Hakesher) Tsofia (Maavar)
program, the Judaic component includes two hours of Hebrew and three classes
of Israeli dancing, singing, or art every week for younger pupils, and three hours
of Hebrew plus two hours of Jewish history or tradition each week for older
youngsters. Pupils in the Jewish program remain in school for an additional
class period each day in order to receive instruction in these subjects.
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The school enjoys a good reputation in the city and has a waiting list for its
Jewish program. About 30 Jewish youngsters leave the school every year for
emigration to Israel or another country with their parents.
School facilities include two ORT-supplied computer classrooms, each with 10
computers with 486 processors. The computer classroom for older pupils also
contains some Israeli CAD-CAM equipment and programs that substantially
enhance the level of computer technology available to pupils. Youngsters in both
the Jewish and general programs of the school use these facilities.
Miriam Weis Livneh, an Israeli whose husband directs the Israel Cultural Center
in Kyiv, directs the Israeli program at the school. She and two other Israeli
teachers teach all of the Jewish subjects in the school curriculum. She also
works with older pupils at the school who are preparing to take examinations for
the Sela (university preparation) program in Israel.
The Israeli government will open a second Tsofia school in Kyiv at the beginning
of the 1998-1999 academic year, initially enrolling youngsters in grades five
through nine. In time, it is expected to accommodate youngsters in all eleven
grades of the Ukrainian school system. Officially, both Tsofia schools will
continue to operate because they are in different districts of the city, but some
observers expect that the Jewish section of #128 will be transferred to the new
school because its management is somewhat uncomfortable in the same building
as another school .
The writer visited the school on the day prior to Yom Haatzmaut, Israeli
Independence Day. Children in the Jewish section had gathered on the school
playground for a commemorative program featuring short speeches by Israeli
diplomats and Israeli singing and dancing. Some non-Jewish children watched
the proceedings from the school classrooms.
8. The writer met with Rabbi David Wilfond, representative of the World Union
for Progressive Judaism in Ukraine and leader of Kyiv Congregation Hatikvah
in his office at the Institute for Modern Jewish Studies in Kyiv. Rabbi Wilfond,
a recent graduate of Hebrew Union College, is the only Reform (Progressive)
rabbi in the post-Soviet successor states.
Rabbi Wilfond, who assumed his position in September 1997, said that his
programs include elements of both Reform and Conservative Judaism.
According to Rabbi Wilfond, the major difference between Progressive Judaism
and Orthodox Judaism, as both are observed in the successor states, is that the
former is fully egalitarian, involving women in every role.
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The Institute for Modern Jewish Studies is a new two-year program for
individuals from all post-Soviet successor states, currently enrolling 12 students
in the first year of a two-year curriculum. Nine were present, including both men
and women, from Kirovograd (2 individuals), Minsk, Simferopol, Dzhankoi,
Cherkassy, Berdichev, Slavutich, and Zvenigorodka. Rabbi Wilfond readily
acknowledged the disproportionately large number of students from (a) Ukraine
and (b) small Jewish population centers. During the first year of the program,
students remain in Kyiv for a full academic year, studying Hebrew, Jewish texts,
Jewish history, tefillah (prayer), Jewish music, English, and principles of
community work. Students are also required to attend Shabbat services and
various community events. Rabbi Wilfond is the principal instructor, teaching in
English and using an interpreter (who is one of the students).
Second-year students will be assigned to a nascent Progressive congregation to
lead congregational activities, including teaching Sunday school. They will return
to Kyiv for two-week seminars at intervals throughout the year. Upon completing
the program, most graduates will be assigned to a congregation as a
paraprofessional rabbi. Some graduates may enter a formal rabbinical school.
In this way, the WUPJ hopes to provide trained leadership to its 50
congregational groups scattered throughout the post-Soviet successor states.8
The Institute is funded
by the World Union for
Progressive
Judaism.
WUPJ has recently published a new Russianlanguage siddur (prayer
book) and has issued a
number of other Russian-language publications on Jewish topics.
Students listen in a class
at the Institute for Modern
Jewish Studies in Kyiv.

Speaking after an Institute class had ended, Rabbi Wilfond said that his Hatikvah
Congregation sponsors two all-day kindergartens in Kyiv, each in a different
district of the city. Parents are included in holiday programs so that they learn
8

A similar program operated in Moscow in the mid-1990s, but has closed. Four individuals from
the post-Soviet successor states are enrolled in the rabbinical program at Leo Baeck Institute in
London and one is studying for the rabbinate at Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem. However, it
is unlikely that all of these students will be assigned to congregations in the successor states
upon completion of rabbinic studies.
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rituals along with their children. A Sunday school closed two years ago when its
teachers emigrated and funding ended. Rabbi Wilfond estimated that at least 50
percent of the adult members of Hatikvah, which meets in a former Karaite
synagogue, are in mixed marriages in which only the husband is Jewish.
Rabbi Wilfond believes that Jewish life in small towns in the successor states is a
"closing chapter", but that the large cities have a critical mass of Jews that can
sustain Jewish life. He perceives his role as rebuilding Jewish community. He
thinks that most Jews who wish to emigrate have already done so.
In addition to working with individuals in Progressive programs, Rabbi Wilfond
has worked with the local Hillel student group. According to Rabbi Wilfond,
Rabbi Yaakov Bleich, the Chief Rabbi of Kyiv and Ukraine, refuses to work with
Hillel because some of its members are not Jewish. Rabbi Wilfond said that both
Rabbi Bleich and Rabbi Moshe Asman, the Chabad representative in Kyiv,
greeted him warmly upon his arrival in Kyiv; however, another Chabad rabbi,
Rabbi Berel Karasik, demonstratively turned his back on Rabbi Wilfond.
Rabbi Wilfond continued that his relations with Rabbi Bleich, which initially were
quite warm, have turned chilly. He heard "through the grapevine" about the
recent conference of Ukrainian rabbis in Dnipropetrovsk and realizes that he was
not invited to it. He suspects that his recent meeting with Eduard Khodos in
Kharkiv led to his exclusion.
Rabbi Wilfond acknowledged that he had been advised by senior rabbis in the
WUPJ as well as others familiar with Jewish politics in Kharkiv to avoid meeting
with Khodos, an individual with a criminal past who claims to represent
Progressive Judaism in Kharkiv. Mr. Khodos currently lives on the second floor
of the Choral Synagogue in Kharkiv, blocking full use of the building by a Chabad
congregation, whose claim to the building is more valid than that of Reform
Judaism. Rabbi Wilfond agreed that Mr. Khodos' assertion that the synagogue
was constructed as a Reform temple in 1909 seems to have little basis in fact.
Because Mr. Khodos occupies the second floor of the structure and has rights to
half of the basement, the space of the Chabad congregation is effectively limited
to the vestibule area of the ground floor and part of the basement, in which a
mikveh has been constructed.9
Rabbi Wilfond was also aware of Mr. Khodos' bizarre behavior before, during,
and since his recently failed campaign for the office of mayor of Kharkiv. (Mr.
9

The space available to Chabad and to Mr. Khodos was negotiated in an agreement with city
authorities several years ago. Technically, Chabad has the ground floor, Mr. Khodos has the
second floor, and the two parties share the basement. However, although the entrance to the
main sanctuary is on the ground floor, the entrance to its balconies is on the second floor, thus
permitting Mr. Khodos to control the sanctuary space. Chabad has built a mikveh in its portion of
the basement; Mr. Khodos recently opened a boxing club in his section of the cellar.
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Khodos holds strong Ukrainian nationalist and anti-American views.
He
frequently burns homemade American flags before television audiences, often
using the flame of an eternal light at a war memorial to ignite his torch. He
always wears a kipa during such flag-burnings as well as during his vitriolic press
conferences.)
Nonetheless, certain lay people in the Progressive movement in Kyiv urged
Rabbi Wilfond to visit Mr. Khodos and the more than 100 Jews in Kharkiv who
have formed two liberal congregations.10 Not certain how to respond, Rabbi
Wilfond called both Rabbi Bleich, Chief Rabbi of Kyiv and Ukraine, and Rabbi
Moishe Moskowitz, Chief Rabbi of Kharkiv (whose congregation occupies the
other half of the Kharkiv Choral Synagogue). Both men advised him not to meet
Mr. Khodos in the synagogue, suggesting that he find another venue for a
meeting with Kharkiv Jews interested in Progressive Judaism.
Rabbi Wilfond then drove the Hatikvah congregation "Shabbat bus" to Kharkiv,
along with its musical ensemble of 14 Hatikvah congregation children between
the ages of nine and 15. The bus was driven into the synagogue courtyard on
Shabbat, disturbing Orthodox worshippers, and the 14 young people plus Rabbi
Wilfond went to the second floor to meet with 130 people who had gathered
there. The musical ensemble presented a concert of Jewish music, and Rabbi
Wilfond met with local Progressive leadership, including Mr. Khodos.
Rabbi Wilfond readily concedes that Mr. Khodos manipulated him and further
described Mr. Khodos as "power-hungry", a "crook", and "unstable". When
Rabbi Wilfond returned to Kyiv, he received a telephone call from Rabbi Bleich
advising him that their professional relationship had ended. Rabbi Wilfond
expressed bewilderment about future action, but said that one of the second-year
students in the Institute for Modern Jewish Studies would be assigned to work in
Kharkiv in September 1998.
9. Mordechai (Moti) Paz is the director of the Jewish Agency for Israel (JAFI;
Sochnut) in Kyiv and Ukraine. In response to a question, Mr. Paz assessed the
recent elections to the Ukrainian Rada (Parliament) in which Communists
received the largest vote. The Communists were successful, he said, because
they combined communism and Ukrainian nationalism in a way that appealed to
elderly and rural people who yearn for the stability of the Soviet period. The
Ukrainian nationalism is necessary so that they not appear to be under Russian
influence. However, the head of the Communist party in Ukraine is in contact
with his Russian counterpart, and Russian interests control all natural resources
in Ukraine. The end result of the elections is further instability because the Rada
and the government in general are severely fragmented among various interest
10

One such individual, Dmitry Levin, sends money to Mr. Khodos every month.
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groups. Additionally, unrest is growing among Tatars in Crimea and Ukrainian
nationalists in Lviv. Several Jews were elected to the Rada; their prominence
may be risky. Mr. Paz believes that the general economic situation in Ukraine
will improve only in 10 to 15 years.
Mr. Paz believes that only about 340,000 Jews remain in Ukraine. The
momentum of emigration will encourage many more to leave. The only question
is where they will go.
Regarding aliyah, Mr. Paz expects that about 25,400 people will emigrate to
Israel in 1998, not including adolescents in the Naaleh program. JAFI officials in
Jerusalem anticipate only 23,000 olim from Ukraine; the "excess" aliyah may
cause budget problems for the cash-strapped agency. Additionally, Mr. Paz
expects 5,000 to 6,000 Jews to emigrate to Germany.
Mr. Paz expressed increased concern about the work of Christian missionaries
in Ukraine, especially those who operate a very popular ship transporting olim
from Odessa to Haifa. The appeal of the ship is that passengers may take an
almost unlimited amount of baggage with them without charge, whereas shipping
belongings by air is very expensive. Proselytization of olim occurs in a hostel
prior to embarkation and onboard. He has instructed all JAFI shlichim in Ukraine
to cease posting notices of this form of transport to Israel.
Mr. Paz was enthusiastic about the recently concluded joint conference of
Ukrainian rabbis and JAFI shlichim in Dnipropetrovsk. JAFI will cooperate with
the rabbis about kashrut at all JAFI functions, including JAFI camps, and about
observance of Shabbat. Judaism and Jewish holidays will be respected in all
Hebrew ulpanim, and the rabbis will introduce more Zionism in their work.11
JAFI shlichim and rabbis will work together to try to reduce Jewish emigration to
Germany. In smaller Jewish population centers, they can exert some influence
over Jewish community leaders who, in turn, may be able to persuade local Jews
to go to Israel instead.
At the end of May, about 200 Ukrainian Jewish and Israeli high school students
will join in a seven-day tour of places associated with hasidic history, haskalah,
and Zionism -- Zhitomir, Mezhibozh, Vinnitsa, Uman, and Odessa -- and will
then travel together to Israel for a seminar. JAFI will provide a small subsidy to
each of the local participants, all of whom have a record of involvement with

11

The Dnipropetrovsk conference was a major triumph for Mr. Paz, who previously had been
perceived by many rabbis as anti-religious. In addition to agreeing to cooperate with the rabbis
on all issues of interest to them, Mr. Paz, a retired general, regaled them with accounts of Israeli
military campaigns. Many of the rabbis were captivated by his reports.
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Zionist youth groups. The youngsters will be assigned to mixed groups of about
40 teens.
In general, Mr. Paz strongly supports such youth trips to Israel. However, he is
aware that the Israeli segment of several previous tours, e.g., the Exodus
expedition that begins in Italy, has been badly managed and has led to anti-Israel
and anti-aliyah sentiment among participants.
As he has done in previous meetings, Mr. Paz endorsed the regionalization of
JAFI operations in the post-Soviet successor states, noting that each state had
its own characteristics that must be addressed independently from events in
other countries of the former USSR. Additionally, he said, JAFI teachers of
Hebrew in Russia are now being paid substantially more than Hebrew teachers
in Ukraine, a situation that might lead to awkwardness in meetings and
conferences where teachers from both countries are present.
The issue of religious pluralism in Israel was difficult to resolve and might be of
increasing importance in Ukraine as well following the arrival in Kyiv of Rabbi
David Wilfond of the Progressive movement. The wisdom of another Rav Kook12
is required, said Mr. Paz.
10. Faina Grinshpoon directs JAFI education programs in Ukraine and Moldova.
The writer met with her to discuss Naaleh, a high school in Israel program that
has proved very popular among post-Soviet Jewish youth. Mr. Paz joined in the
discussion. According to statistics gathered by JAFI, success rates on the
Naaleh qualifying exam differ markedly from one city to another. Most successful
in Ukraine and Moldova were adolescents from the Kharkiv region, 52 percent of
whom passed the test in 1997. They were followed by youngsters from the
regions of Lviv (50 percent), Dnipropetrovsk (49 percent), and Kyiv (44 percent).
The pass rate depends on the quality of schools in the region (which can differ
substantially among cities in any region), which youngsters are recruited for the
Naaleh program, parental attitudes toward Naaleh and aliyah, and tutoring
programs that may be available to candidates. For example, pupils from Nikolayev, a relatively small and severely depressed city in the Odessa region, might
be expected to do poorly on the exams; however, the local JAFI office, which is
staffed by indigenous Jews, has developed an excellent tutoring program that
enables all Nikolayev youngsters to pass the Naaleh tests.
JAFI continues to recruit adolescents for the program, to operate tutoring courses
(Limmudia) for the entrance examination, and to provide food, hotel
accommodations, and transportation for youngsters who take the examinations.
12

The reference is to Rav Abraham Isaac Kook (1865-1935), the first Ashkenazi chief rabbi of
modern Israel. Rav Kook, respected both secular and religious Zionists, believing that every
Jewish soul possessed a divine spark that could contribute to the construction of a Jewish state.
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However, now that the Israeli government has assumed responsibility for the
program itself (due to JAFI budget constraints), the Ministry of Education will not
permit JAFI to see the exam for which it provides tutorial courses. Further, JAFI
is not supposed to conduct follow-up site visits, i.e., visit youngsters at their
Naaleh program sites in Israel (although some JAFI shlichim make such visits on
their own initiative during home travel to Israel so that they can report to parents
in the post-Soviet cities where they are stationed). Obviously, this division of
responsibilities does not strengthen the program.
JAFI and the Ministry of Education also administer the program differently. JAFI
permitted youngsters to enroll at age 15 or 16, thus providing some flexibility.
The Ministry accepts teens only for a three-year program beginning at age 15. It
promotes the program as an educational opportunity, advising families that
completion of Naaleh will permit graduates to enter post-secondary school
programs all over the world. However, JAFI promotes Naaleh as an aliyah
opportunity, emphasizing it as the first step to building a new life in Israel.
Ms. Grinshpoon and Mr. Paz predict problems for Sochnut and the Israeli
government in early 1999 when the five-year agreement with the government of
Ukraine covering Naaleh expires and requires renewal.
The Ukrainian
government signed the 1994 agreement in the expectation that most of the
Naaleh students would return to Ukraine. Ukrainian officials already are inquiring
about those young people who left between 1994 and 1996 -- where are they,
what are they doing, when are they returning to Ukraine, etc. Ukrainian
education authorities asked such questions when they visited Naaleh testing
sites this year in Odessa, Kherson, Nikolayev, and Zaporizhya. They are
apprehensive about a continuing "adolescent brain drain".13 It is likely that the
division of Naaleh responsibilities between JAFI and the Israeli government will
prove problematic when the agreement is renegotiated.
Ms. Grinshpoon and Mr. Paz acknowledged that several variables determine the
success rate of Naaleh participants once they reach Israel. Some study
programs are more sensitive to the needs of immigrant adolescents than others
and some offer better supervision than others. Teens are also affected by the
attitudes of their parents who remain in the successor states -- the nature of
ongoing contact, whether the parents themselves take steps toward aliyah, etc.
11. Dani Gekhtman is now Second Secretary at the Embassy of Israel in Kyiv,
which represents Israel in both Ukraine and Moldova. The writer had met him
previously when he directed the Israel Cultural Center in Dnipropetrovsk and
later when he held a similar position in Odessa. Mr. Gekhtman is now
13

In 1994, Ukrainian authorities refused to permit Jewish adolescents enrolled in Naaleh to
board aircraft for Israel in time for the beginning of the fall semester. Lengthy discussions
ensued. See Baruch Gur-Gurevitz, Open Gates (Jerusalem: JAFI, 1996), pp. 250-270.
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completing his fourth year of government service in Ukraine and expects to
return to civilian life in Israel shortly. His current responsibilities in the Embassy
include the local Jewish community and Israeli government Jewish education
activity in Ukraine.
After four years in Ukraine, Mr. Gekhtman observed that two "systems" serving
the Ukrainian Jewish population are working effectively. The first is funding from
the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany (known as the
Claims Conference), which provides essential assistance to impoverished Jewish
elderly, and the second is the Jewish education system. Mr. Gekhtman
commented that some of the local people administering the Claims Conference
program "are not 100 percent honest", but that the program works nonetheless.
Mr. Gekhtman said that the Israeli Ministry of Education accredits 11 Jewish day
schools in Ukraine and Moldova under its Tsofia program and is likely to
accredit three more by the end of the current academic year. Four additional day
schools operate in the two countries and are not accredited by Tsofia, mainly due
to sponsorship by an organization in a third country, such as the United States.
Participation in Tsofia offers the schools two advantages. First, accreditation by
and support from the government of Israel may be helpful if the school
encounters any difficulties with local education authorities. Second, two Israeli
teachers of Judaic subjects in an accredited school are eligible for direct
compensation by the Ministry of Education in Israel, thus easing some of the
financial burden for the school of providing qualified teachers of Hebrew and
other Jewish subjects. A total of 27 certified Israeli teachers are now working in
Ukraine and Moldova, most in day schools. Mr. Gekhtman has submitted a
request for funding of 35 teachers for the 1998-1999 academic year.
According to Mr. Gekhtman, ORT has decided to cease its subsidy to the KyivPechersk National Mathematics Lycee in the very near future. An eleven-grade
school enrolling over 1,000 pupils, few of them Jewish, the Lycee has been the
beneficiary of $100,000 in ORT funding since 1996.14 A recent site visit to the
school by ORT officials had persuaded ORT that their support should be applied
to educational settings engaging more Jews.
ORT had also given $100,000 for computer technology to the Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute (KPI), a large technical university in a remote district of the city that was
already well-equipped. The ORT equipment remained unused, still wrapped in
plastic, for at least one year after installation because KPI lacked funds with
which to operate it. The Israel Cultural Center received permission to open an
affiliated facility there in early 1998 and is now teaching computer skills to
potential olim in the afternoons and evenings; income provided by rent from ICC
permits KPI to use the computers during daytime hours.
14

See the writer's Travel to Jewish Population Centers in Ukraine - March and April 1997, pp.
11-12.
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Mr. Gekhtman said that ORT has now agreed to discuss all computer technology
gifts with the Israeli Ministry of Education before donations are made. He has
advised ORT to divert funding previously intended for the Kyiv-Pechersk National
Mathematics Lycee to Ukrainian Jewish day schools currently lacking up-to-date
computer classrooms, e.g., day schools in Kharkiv, Donetsk, and Zhitomir.
Regarding aliyah, Mr. Gekhtman estimated that about 23,000 Ukrainian Jews
would emigrate to Israel in 1998. Perhaps 5,000 would go to the United States
and 4,000 would go to Germany. Additionally, some Ukrainian Jews are moving
to Russia or Belarus.
The combined forces of emigration, migration within the successor states, aging
of the population, and a declining birth rate are reducing the Ukrainian Jewish
population by about 35,000 people each year. One hundred nineteen Jewish
children were born in Kyiv in 1997 and more than 1,000 Kyiv Jews died in 1997.
The average age of Jews in Ukraine is 55 or 56. It is likely that the Jewish
population of Kyiv, now believed to be about 90,000, will decline to about 50,000
within five to 10 years, said Mr. Gekhtman.
Mr. Gekhtman said that only about one-quarter of the youngsters enrolled in the
Naaleh program are Jewish according to halakha (Jewish law), but that all are
Jewish according to the Israeli Law of Return. He continued that Rabbi Naftali
Lau, Chief Ashkenazi Rabbi of Israel, has given permission to Jewish schools in
the successor states to accept children from families in which only the father is
Jewish; Rabbi Lau, commented Mr. Gekhtman, is recognizing the reality of
Jewish life here.15
With the cooperation of the Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Embassy of
Israel in Kyiv has recently designated consular functions to the additional Israel
Cultural Centers outside Kyiv several days each month. These centers (in
Dnipropetrovsk, Odessa, and Kharkiv in Ukraine and Kishinev in Moldova) are
now able to issue visas to olim, saving them the time and expense of going to
Kyiv and reducing the bottleneck that the demand for visas caused at the
Embassy in Kyiv.
12. David Beinish is Cultural Attaché at the Embassy of Israel. His main
responsibilities are Nativ (formerly the Lishkat Hakesher) and cultural activity.

15

Several Chabad schools visited by the writer are now accepting pupils from families in which
only the father is Jewish. Some schools under other rabbinic supervision are now making more
exceptions for such youngsters.
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Mr. Beinish said that the recent elections for the Ukrainian Rada will have little
impact on the Ukrainian Jewish population. No organized representative Jewish
community exists in Ukrainian, so any impact on Jews will be very individual.
Some rabbis and other Jews are trying to organize the Jewish population, but
many years will pass before an effective Jewish community organization
coalesces. Perhaps 250 to 300 Jewish organizations exist in Ukraine on paper,
but only about 15 actually do anything and far fewer are effective. From ten to 15
delegates to the new Rada are Jewish, perhaps five percent of the total
parliament.
President Leonid Kuchma is much more powerful than the Rada; therefore, the
recent elections really were not very important. Kuchma has some major Jewish
financial supporters, but he is not dependent on them. Between 20 and 25 Jews
in Ukraine are very wealthy, a number of whom actively identify with the local
Jewish community. Vadim Rabinovich of the All-Ukraine Jewish Congress is
fairly close to Kuchma and may have some influence on him.
Jewish emigration from Ukraine is stable, said Mr. Beinish. Political pressure to
leave is minimal. However, aliyah potential remains high. Jewish education and
culture will help people grow Jewishly and increase their consciousness of Israel.
Programs that attract Jewish young people to Israel -- Naaleh, Sela, and
Chalom -- will attract their parents as well. Israel should distribute more
information to mass media, subsidize screenings of Israeli films here, and
sponsor more cultural events featuring Israeli performing artists.
Mr. Beinish regrets that Israelis and other Jews seem not to know what Nativ
actually does in the successor states. Nativ does not advertise its various
accomplishments. American Jews should establish a support fund for it in the
United States, said Mr. Beinish. The difference between Nativ and Sokhnut is
that Nativ has diplomatic status and "we can do anything we want". Nativ has
more prestige because it is part of the Israeli government. Nativ sponsors five
Israeli Cultural Centers in Ukraine and Moldova, 11 day schools, and 69 Sunday
schools.
13. Vladimir Glozman, a well-known activist in Leningrad/St. Petersburg before
his aliyah to Israel some years ago, is the new director of the Joint Distribution
Committee in Kyiv. He is replacing Leonid Zelikhovsky, who was leaving Kyiv
after an unusually brief tenure of seven months. Mr. Glozman had been in Kyiv
for only five days at the time of our discussion. Because of the transition then
underway and because I was familiar with JDC operations in Kyiv, our discussion
was brief and general.
Mr. Glozman said that his priorities are, first, familiarization with the entire JDC
program in Kyiv and the situation of Kyiv Jewry in general, and, second,
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continuing implementation of a diversified program of JDC activity. He hopes to
"maintain peace" with everyone.
Mr. Zelikhovsky reported that 12,000 people currently receive various services
through Hesed Avot in Kyiv. Of these, 2,500 eat hot meals provided by JDC,
including those who receive meals-on-wheels. The hesed was beginning to
implement a program for children with cerebral palsy, its first activity for a juvenile
group. It is modeled after the children's program at the hesed in Dnipropetrovsk.
Mr. Zelikhovsky explained that the cerebral palsy program was an outgrowth of
activity started by Maya Zaitsova, a local woman who has established an
organization called Ahava. Ahava is now a registered non-profit agency offering
assistance to about 120 families, many of them single-parent and/or including a
handicapped child (mainly cerebral palsy or Down syndrome). Ms. Zaitseva
owns an insurance company and contributes some of her own money to Ahava.
The organization also receives funding from World Jewish Relief (London) and
JDC.
14. Julie Davis Fisher is a Political Officer at the Embassy of the United States
in Kyiv. Ms. Fisher is concluding a two-year term in the Ukrainian capital, the
second year of which has concentrated on issues of human rights. She is highly
respected by the Ukrainian Jewish community. Her next appointment will be at
the Embassy of the United States in Moscow, where she will serve as assistant
to the U.S. ambassador to Russia.
Discussion focused on Vadim Rabinovich and the All-Ukraine Jewish
Congress and on Eduard Khodos in Kharkiv. Ms. Fisher said that the United
States hopes that local Jewry will thrive in Ukraine, building an active and
functional Jewish community. Individuals such as Rabinovich and Khodos are a
distraction to Jewish community-building. She characterized Rabinovich as a
threat and Khodos as more of an annoyance to the Jewish population; she
deplored the fact that several American and international Jewish organizations
maintain contact with Rabinovich, in particular. The United States government
would caution these organizations against further relations with him, but,
because each of these organizations is a private agency, such government
action would be "crossing a line" and, therefore, inappropriate.
Ms. Fisher suggested that the American Jewish community become more active
in the U.S. government Joint Cultural Heritage Commission. American Jewry
should develop a list of restitution priorities that could be presented to the
Ukrainian government. Conflicts between different Jewish organizations regarding priorities can paralyze the Commission; for example, some relatively
small but very vocal Orthodox group may place great emphasis on restoration of
an old and neglected cemetery, whereas other Jewish groups are more
interested in recovering buildings that can be used for contemporary needs, such
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as a school or community center. Funding must be found for compensating
those institutions that are asked to vacate formerly Jewish property: Jewish
institutions cannot expect that tenants will simply leave quarters to which they
have become accustomed, without compensation of some sort.
Ms. Fisher also said that the Jewish community should move beyond
personalities into infrastructure development. In many cities, a particular rabbi is
the linchpin that holds everything together; if the rabbi becomes incapacitated, as
was the case in Kyiv when Rabbi Bleich was unavailable due to illness,
community development ceases during his prolonged absence from the city.
The U.S. government supports the efforts of the World Union for Progressive
Judaism to establish a presence in the successor states. Ms. Fisher is aware
that some Orthodox rabbis oppose such activity. If any individual or institution
attempts to impede the operations of the Progressive movement, e.g., by
appealing to local authorities to deny registration rights to a Progressive group,
the WUPJ group should notify the Department of State, which will then declare
the Orthodox rabbi or group to be in violation of human rights. Such sanction
could be very troublesome for the offender.
15. Barbara J. Lipman is the NGO and Humanitarian Assistance Advisor at the
U.S. Agency for International Development, Mission for Ukraine, Belarus and
Moldova. Konstantin Yakubenko is her local associate. The writer recounted to
Ms. Lipman and Mr. Yakubenko the details of a March 1997 incident in which the
writer and Sandra Spinner of Cincinnati brought into Ukraine more than 30
cartons and duffel bags of humanitarian aid.
At the demand of Ukrainian
customs authorities, this aid had been sequestered in the Kyiv synagogue of
Rabbi Yaakov Bleich until it could be inspected by the Ukrainian Commission on
Humanitarian Assistance. After intervention by American government officials,
repeated inquiries by the synagogue administration, and payment of $1,100 to
Ukrainian customs officials, the aid was released for distribution only in January
1998.16
Ms. Lipman commented that individuals who bring in aid are more vulnerable to
harassment by Ukrainian officials than are organizations that bring in or ship aid.
An element of randomness exists in Ukrainian provocation of individuals,
whereas organizations may appear more substantial, official, and more deserving
of respect. The United States is making progress in gaining clearance of aid
shipped by organizations.
Ms. Lipman advises American groups to send humanitarian aid to Ukraine under
the auspices of any of three U.S. government shipping programs, all of which
subsidize the shipment and then will intervene on behalf of the shipper if
problems arise. These programs are: (1) the Ocean Freight Reimbursement
16

Although he had attempted to help gain the release of the aid items in 1997, Mr. Yakubenko
denied awareness of this case during the above meeting.
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Program, administered by US AID; (2) the Transport of Humanitarian Assistance
program, administered by the U.S. Department of State; and (3) the Denton
Amendment Program, administered by the U.S. Department of Defense. The
first program is the most liberally funded, and the third probably is the least
reliable as it is dependent on space available on short-notice training flights. All
three sponsoring government departments issue documents attesting to the
contents of the shipment.
16. On April 29, the writer attended a festive gala celebrating 50 years of
Israeli statehood at the International Center of Culture and Art, a large theater.
Sponsored by the Jewish Agency, the program was very well attended by
enthusiastic local Jews and featured a variety of performing artists and
multimedia displays.

Lviv
17. A city of approximately one million people, Lviv (Lvov) is the administrative
center of Lviv oblast. Its architecture is strongly central European in appearance,
reflecting its long Polish history.17 Its population today is overwhelmingly
Ukrainian.
Lviv is considered the stronghold of Ukrainian nationalism. UNA-UNSO (an
acronym for Ukrainian National Assembly-Ukrainian National Self-Defense
Organization) and Za Vilnu Ukrainu (For a Free Ukraine), a nationalist and
strongly antisemitic newspaper, are based in the city.
18. On the eve of World War II in 1939, the Jewish population of Lviv was
nearly 110,000, approximately one-third of the total number of residents. The
Jewish population expanded to 150,000 by the time of the German occupation in
mid-1941 as Jewish refugees from Nazi-controlled western Poland fled eastward
into Soviet territory. Large numbers of Lviv Jews were deported to the Belzec
17

Lviv (Lvov in Russian, Lwow in Polish, Lemburg in German) was founded in 1256 by a
Ukrainian prince and captured by Poles in 1340. A great trading center in medieval Europe, it
came under Austrian control after the first partition of Poland in 1772 and was named the capital
of Galicia. Between 1919 and 1939, Lviv was an important city in independent Poland. In the
1939 partition of Poland between Germany and the Soviet Union, Lviv became part of Soviet
Ukraine. It was occupied by German troops in July 1941 and retaken by the USSR in July 1944.
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extermination camp and others were murdered in the Lviv ghetto or in the
Janowska Road camp on the outskirts of Lviv, which served both as a transit
camp en route to Belzec and as a separate extermination camp. Only a few
thousand Jews remained alive when Soviet forces re-entered the city in mid1944.
Lviv is perceived by many organizations as the administrative hub of western
Ukraine, a largely rural and severely depressed area with numerous small cities
and towns. Unemployment is high and the supply of water and electricity to
homes is sporadic. Horse-drawn carts are common on roads in the area. Rich in
Jewish history, the territory today is home to fewer than 15,000 Jews, scattered
among such places as Lviv and Mukachevo, Chernovtsy and Ternopol.
19. Estimates of the current Lviv Jewish population range from 3,000 to 6,000.
The titular head of the Jewish community is Rabbi Mordechai Bold, a KarlinerStoliner hasid from New York, who is the only individual in the city authorized to
speak on behalf of Lviv Jewry. However, the Jewish population is severely split
into several groups. A group associated with the synagogue is loyal to Rabbi
Bold. Yad Yisroel, the Karliner-Stoliner support organization in Brooklyn,
provides the budget for the synagogue group and for the Sholom Aleichem
Society, a secular organization of war veterans and former communists, which
operates a cultural program and a secular Sunday school. The Sholom Aleichem
Society itself hosts a messianic Jewish group known as Shalom; this group is
reported to have gained entry into "mainstream" Lviv Jewry through
misrepresentation and bribery. Shalom distributes messianic literature and some
welfare items.
A local chapter of B'nai B'rith, which is directed from Germany, is registered
outside the Jewish community. Its membership consists of about 50 individuals,
mainly former communists. It has been at odds with the other groups about
several issues, including the nature of a monument to be constructed at the
Janowska Road site. Whereas the other Jewish groups insisted that such a
monument represent Jewish suffering, the B'nai B'rith group was willing to
approve a monument with a cross. A major argument ensued, in which
mainstream Lviv Jewry enlisted international support, and a monument with
Jewish symbols and without a cross was approved.
20. The Lviv synagogue is large and is being modernized with the assistance of
JDC. Rabbi Mordechai Bold and his wife Sarah say that their goal is to build a
Jewish community in Lviv. However, if Jews in Lviv wish to emigrate, the Bolds
urge them to go to Israel. They try to help all emigrating Jewish children find
places in Jewish schools in their new communities of residence.
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21. Yad Yisroel operates a day school in Lviv enrolling between 130 and 140
pupils in grades one through eleven in separate classes for boys and girls. Pupil
turnover in the school is very high due to emigration. According to Boris Mirkin,
the school principal, the major attractions of the school to families are: a very
strong secular curriculum taught by the best teachers in the city (who want to
teach at Yad Yisroel because salaries, with a supplement, are paid on time);
English instruction; small classes (whereas city schools enroll as many as 40
youngsters in a class); hot lunches; and the teaching of Jewish tradition, which is
especially valued if families are planning to emigrate to Israel.
The school is located in a dormitory building. Rooms formerly occupied as
student bedrooms are adapted to classroom use. Space in each classroom is
very limited, even for the small classes that the school now enrolls.
Five older pupils from smaller Jewish population centers in western Ukraine live
in an apartment near the school. The school will accept more such boarding
students next year if suitable housing can be arranged. The majority of students
commute to school each day by special buses.
Pupils are taught five hours of Hebrew language and five hours of Jewish
tradition each week. The Judaic studies teachers are Rabbi Bold, Mrs. Sara
Bold, two young women from England, and two young men from England and the
United States. The young men and women teach in English, which is translated
into Russian for the pupils. Prayers are said every morning. As each Jewish
holiday approaches, meetings are held for parents in which the holiday
background and ritual are explained. The school newspaper also includes
information about holidays.
Six of the 10 pupils who graduated from the school in 1997 have emigrated. The
school encourages departing students to go to Israel and helps them to find
appropriate institutions in which to continue their education.
Yad Yisroel also operates a pre-school in Lviv, which enrolls about 40 children.
22. Reuven Weinstein is the representative of the Jewish Agency for Israel in
Lviv. Mr. Weinstein had recently transferred to Lviv from Dnipropetrovsk. A
retired Israeli police officer, he is well-liked in both cities.
Only about 13,000 Jews are thought to remain in the Galicia area, of which Lviv
is the center. Mr. Weinstein believes that more Jews may reside in this region;
antisemitism is very strong and deters many people from openly identifying as
Jews. Aliyah of young people is high and will remain so because few people see
any future for themselves in the area. Unemployment exceeds 80 percent. Mr.
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Weinstein said that the Naaleh program for high school students is very popular.
Those Jews who remain in western Ukraine do so because their circumstances
are no worse than those of anyone else; in Israel, they might be at the bottom of
the pile, said Mr. Weinstein.
Mr. Weinstein believes that lack of economic opportunity, antisemitism, and
nationalist pressure to speak Ukrainian are the main spurs to aliyah. Mixed
marriages deter aliyah as do poor employment prospects in Israel for people
more than 40 years old. Mr. Weinstein believes that work programs must be
developed in Israel for older immigrants and that existing youth/young adult
programs in Israel (Naaleh, Sela, and Chalom) should be strengthened.
Mr. Weinstein said that a JAFI summer camp in the area enrolls 200 youngsters.
Seventy students attend a JAFI winter camp. JAFI also sponsors clubs for youth,
students, women, and parents of young people in Israeli youth programs.
The writer visited a two-day seminar in Lviv for 20 local JAFI Hebrew teachers in
the region. Several husband-and-wife teams were among the participants from
Lviv, Chernovtsy, Uzhgorod, Mukachevo, Rovno, Drogobych, and Ternopol.18
Nehama Groman, an instructor from Israel, led a warm, spirited class that
focused on the three forthcoming holidays of Pesach, Yom Hashoah, and Yom
Haatzmaut. The teachers would incorporate seminar material into their Hebrew
classes.
23. Giora Moiseev is the first representative of the Joint Distribution
Committee to actually reside in Lviv. JDC previously served the area through
twice-yearly visits by a senior field worker whose principal territory is Central
Asia. Mr. Moiseev arrived in Lviv in December 1997. The belated decision to
station a field worker in the area stems from the decision of World Jewish
Relief to concentrate its relief work in western Ukraine and the reporting
requirements of the Claims Conference.19 In common with Mr. Weinstein of
JAFI, Mr. Moiseev previously worked in Dnipropetrovsk.
Mr. Moiseev estimates the Jewish population of Lviv to be about 3,000 people.
He joked that it will probably increase to 6,000 as soon as JDC increases its
activity in the city. He is still doing a census in Lviv, but his preliminary estimate
is that about 60 percent of the Jewish population may be eligible for Claims
18

The Jewish population of Lviv and Chernovtsy is probably about 3,700 in each city. Perhaps
1,800 Jews remain in Ternopol, and fewer than 1,000 Jews live in each of the other cities.
19

The Central British Fund for World Jewish Relief is a British organization similar to the
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee. It works closely with JDC, often employing JDC
field workers for WJR projects.
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Conference assistance, i.e., that 60 percent of the Jewish population is in the age
group of Holocaust survivors.
JDC shares an office with the secular Sholom Aleichem Society in a building that
is owned by the religious community. Rabbi Bold is his main partner. JDC is
forming a hesed, a welfare association that will be organized as a regional
hesed, rather than as a municipal group. JDC delivers meals on wheels to
homebound elderly from the day school kitchen. It is expanding the synagogue
kitchen and dining room so that as many as 500 elderly may eat there every day.
Mr. Moiseev said that JDC was arranging communal seders in eight regional
cities, clubs for Jewish elderly, and a Hillel organization for students. He
commented that most Jewish young people are leaving the area and that only
the elderly will remain after about five years.
In response to a question, Mr. Moiseev said that the primary difference between
Dnipropetrovsk and Lviv is that Ukrainian nationalism and antisemitism are much
stronger in Lviv. Jews are more frightened in Lviv, more reticent. They carry
themselves with less dignity (достоинство) than do Jews in Dnipropetrovsk.
Consequently, continued Mr. Moiseev, it may be more difficult to find confident
workers in Lviv.
24. Amitim, a program sponsored by the Atlanta Jewish Federation, has
stationed two young women volunteers in Lviv, one from the United States and
the other from Israel.20 The two young women, whose principal engagement is
with local Jewish youth, work closely with the Jewish Agency and with Rabbi and
Mrs. Bold. Their term in Lviv covers the major Jewish holidays, commencing
before Rosh Hashanah and ending after Pesach. The program concludes in
Israel for Yom Haatzmaut. The two emissaries appeared quite satisfied with their
venture and their relationship with the different Jewish organizations in the city
seemed very positive.

Chernovtsy
25. Chernovtsy is a city near the Moldovian border with a population of almost
one million people. Founded by Germans as Czernowitz, it was under Austrian
rule between 1775 and 1918, became Romanian in 1918, and was ceded to the
USSR in 1940. Its architecture reflects its Central European history.
20

Two American Jews and two Israelis are also posted in Donetsk, a city in eastern Ukraine.
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Approximately 50,000 Jews lived in Chernovtsy in 1941, a large and important
segment of the population. Survivors poured into Chernovtsy after World War II,
increasing its Jewish population to 70,000, but Jewish emigration has been
substantial since the late 1960s, leaving the city with fewer than 4,000 Jews
today.
Military and textile industries formed the economic base of Chernovtsy during the
Soviet period. All factories in the city have closed since the collapse of the
Soviet Union, leaving an unemployment rate exceeding 95 percent. Some
people have found work in street bazaars, buying cheap merchandise in Poland
and selling it in local markets. Residents report that local youth are disinclined to
attend university, perceiving no benefit from further education.
26. Olga P. Ratai is Director of Chernovtsy Jewish School #41, which was
established in 1991 soon after Ukrainian independence. The school covers
grades one through eleven, enrolling 345 pupils in autumn 1997 and 240 in April
1998. Emigration accounted for the loss of over 100 pupils during the school
year, most to Israel with their families. Ms. Ratai said that perhaps 60 percent of
all Jewish children in the city are enrolled in the school, but that as many as 30
percent of the pupils have no Jewish ancestry at all. The school is perceived as
a fine academic institution with a warm, friendly atmosphere. It serves hot meals
every day and distributes clothing and other humanitarian aid three or four times
each year.
Prior to its establishment as a Jewish school, the building was a teachers'
college. It is located in the center of town close to several trolleybus lines,
thereby eliminating the need for the school to operate a bus service. It appears
to be in good condition.
The school is sponsored by Midreshet Yerushalayim, the Russian outreach
department of the Schechter Institute for Jewish Studies, the seminary of the
Conservative (Masorti) movement in Israel. The Schechter Institute provides
some funding for the school as does the Israeli government and a municipal
cultural fund. All of the pupils attend a two-week summer camp in the Carpathian
mountains that is operated by the Schechter Institute.
The Judaic curriculum, which is supposed to resemble that of the Tali schools in
Israel, includes three hours of Hebrew instruction each week, two hours of
Jewish tradition, and two hours of Jewish history. Because it is a secular school,
the program of the school includes no prayer.
The working language of the school is changing from Russian to Ukrainian over
time. The school has nine 286 computers connected by network to a Pentium
120 with a CD-ROM drive. The Judaic studies teacher was very pleased with
Jewish educational software that was brought to the school as a gift.
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A Sunday school enrolling 30 children between the ages of three and 14 meets
at the day school.
27. A Jewish preschool enrolls 20 children between the ages of three and
seven. It meets in a preschool building that enrolls about 100 children in all,
divided among six different programs.
Legally, the Jewish preschool is sponsored by the Jewish Information Center,
formerly the Israel Information and Cultural Center (see below). However, the
Jewish Information Center provides minimal funding. The school requires a
tuition fee of $10 each month, which precludes a larger enrollment. However,
few families with children in the school pay on a regular basis. The teachers,
who should receive monthly salaries of $40, are paid infrequently.
Teachers explained that almost all of the few toys in the school had been
donated by families whose children outgrew them. The Jewish Agency office in
the city provides some crayons. The quality of meals in the school is poor
because the administration cannot afford to purchase nutritious food. The
problems of a preschool in a weak economy had been compounded by an
ongoing illness of the director of the overall facility, which thus lacked a sense of
direction as well as an advocate.
The children presented a brief program of Israeli songs and dances. Although
children raised in the (former) Soviet Union often display very strong affection for
caregivers, the youngsters in this program appeared to cling to their teachers
with exceptional tenacity.
28. Klava Shlyakovskaya, a well-organized and energetic local woman, directs
the Jewish Agency office in Chernovtsy.21 Tanya Pidgirnyak, another local
woman, is her assistant. Ms. Shlyakovskaya said that 360 people from the
Chernovtsy area emigrated to Israel in 1997, not including young people in
Naaleh or other special programs. She expects aliyah to continue at the same
rate or even increase in 1998. In fact, 47 left for Israel in March alone. Most olim
have relatives in Israel, she said. About 100 people go to Germany each year
and perhaps 20 to 25 emigrate to the United States.
Ms. Shlyakovskaya estimated that about 3,000 Jews remain in the city.
However, some do not know they are Jewish, and some Jews have problems
proving Jewish heritage because essential documents had been altered to
21

Local residents often represent Sochnut in smaller Jewish population centers, particularly in
those cities isolated from other concentrations of Jews.
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facilitate denial of Jewish ethnicity.22 She predicted that all younger Jews would
leave the city within the next five years. People over 50 years of age would
remain as it is too difficult for them to adjust to new lives in a different culture and
economic system.
JAFI operates an ulpan, which meets in the Jewish day school and at several
other locations in the city. It also sponsors several clubs for potential olim, and
helps local Jewish children attend a JAFI camp near Lviv. Naaleh, Sela, and
other programs in Israel for youth and young adults are very popular, said Ms.
Shlyakovskaya.
Ms. Shlyakovskaya has two adult sons who live in Ashdod and a mother who
lives in Beersheva. She will go to Israel herself as soon as she is able to sell her
apartment; she hopes to sell it within a year, but it is a two-room apartment worth
$50,000 and few people in Chernovtsy can afford to buy an apartment at that
price. Similarly, Ms. Pidgirnyak has two young adult children in Israel and is
trying to sell two family-owned apartments, each of which she priced at $25,000,
so that she can join them. Asked if there were any wealthy Jews in Chernovtsy,
Ms. Pidgirnyak responded, "No. If people are wealthy, they are killed."
29. Nativ, formerly known as the Lishkat Hakesher, operated an Israeli
Information and Culture Center in the city. However, budgetary constraints
forced Nativ to terminate its sponsorship. The office now operates as the Jewish
Information Center; it receives some financial support from Maagen Avot, a
welfare fund operated in small Jewish population centers by the Ukrainian Vaad
and JDC.
The organization retains the Russian-language library provided by JDC. It
provides some support to a youth club, the Sunday school, and the Jewish
preschool. It operates from a single disorderly room, crowded with bookcases,
desks, non-operating computers, and stacks of newspapers.
30. One synagogue remains open in the city. The chairman of the religious
society that governs the synagogue presented a business card describing
himself as a rabbi, but he is a local person with no rabbinic training. Two young
American Chabad yeshiva students were in the synagogue a few days before
Pesach, preparing to lead seders in Chernovtsy and the surrounding area. A

22

A young man with Russian documentation, although the son of a Hungarian father and a
Jewish mother, had appeared at the Jewish Agency office earlier that day, inquiring about the
possibility that he might be Jewish and, therefore, eligible for Israeli citizenship. Informed that he
is Jewish and entitled to Israeli citizenship, the young man was delighted and said that he would
return later to begin processing his aliyah.
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group of older men were chopping firewood in the synagogue courtyard. The
synagogue has a handsome painted ceiling.
31. A large Jewish cemetery, overgrown with weeds taller than some of the
tombstones, is located in an outlying district of the city. Reflecting the history of
the area, many monuments bear prewar inscriptions in German and Hebrew.
Postwar markers carry inscriptions only in Russian, some also showing ceramic
likenesses of the deceased in Russian Orthodox fashion.

Odessa
32. With a population of 1,046,400 in 1994, Odessa is the fifth largest city in
Ukraine. A large port on the Black Sea, it is the dominant city in the southern
part of the country. Odessa was the second largest Jewish population center in
all of Russia between 1880 and the 1920s, surpassed only by Warsaw, the
capital of Poland, which then was within tsarist Russia. Odessa Jewry of that era
played an important role in local and regional commercial activity. Local Jews
were also known for their secular character, commitment to Jewish community
institutional development, and intense political involvement. Odessa became an
important center of Zionism and Hebrew literacy.
Approximately 180,000 Jews, then about one-third of the total city population,
lived in Odessa, before World War II. About 100,000 were killed in the Shoah,
the majority by Romanian troops. A large number managed to escape, many by
sea, during the long the long siege of the city that preceded its occupation.
About 45,000 Jews are believed to reside in Odessa today. The city is a regional
hub for other cities in southern Ukraine; those municipalities with large Jewish
populations are Nikolayev (about 7,000 Jews) and Kherson (perhaps 5,000
Jews). The Crimean peninsula, which most Jewish organizations also serve
from Odessa, has a Jewish population of about 13,000. Jewish emigration from
the area has been heavy, with a large proportion of earlier departures from
Odessa itself opting to go to the United States or to Germany rather than to
Israel.
33. Yaron Frank, a pony-tailed Israeli, directs the Israel Cultural Center in
Odessa.
Its major activities include: operation of a Weizmann Institute
mathematics program for adolescents; provision of a local base for the Israel
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Open University;23 courses for potential olim in management and in small
business operations in Israel; a youth club; ulpans enrolling about 200 people;
and supervision of 10 Sunday schools, of which two are in Odessa and eight are
in the periphery. Mr. Frank said that the ICC is also empowered to act as an
Israeli consulate several days each month, during which period it issues Israeli
entry visas to olim.
In response to a question, Mr. Frank reviewed the recent (March 29) mayoral
elections in the city. Eduard Gurvits, a Jew, was returned to office with a plurality
of almost 70,000 votes in a total of 420,000. The election campaign was violent
as Mr. Gurvits' opponent (Ruslan Bodelan, Odessa region governor) resorted to
kidnappings and several gun battles in which people were killed. There was no
open antisemitism, but undercurrents of anti-Jewish bigotry appeared in media
interviews and accounts.24
34. Noach Nadler directs Jewish Agency for Israel operations in Odessa and
the surrounding region. He supervises small JAFI representations in the
periphery, all of them administered by local people, in Nikolayev, Kherson,
Belgorod, and Ismailov. Mr. Nadler estimated the Jewish population of Odessa
at 45,000 and the total Jewish population of the periphery at 15,000. However,
Odessa and the periphery are each providing about 50 percent of olim from the
region. Mr. Nadler reported that 2,280 people from the entire area made aliyah
in 1995, 2,089 in 1996, and 1,815 in 1997. He anticipates that 2200 will go to
Israel in 1998.
Mr. Nadler said that about 60 percent of all emigrating Jews go to Israel and the
remainder go to Germany, the United States, and Australia.
The major
factor driving emigration is the economy. The average monthly salary is $35, but
many people have not been paid for six months. Unemployment is very high and
many people who have work are not working in the professions for which they
have been trained. Medical care is very expensive and crime is rampant. Many
people are worried about the future for their children.
JAFI operates 12 Hebrew-language ulpans in Odessa and 14 in the surrounding
region. About 2,000 people are enrolled in all ulpan courses. However, the
number of ulpans in the periphery is decreasing because emigration is reducing
the number of potential students. JAFI is also offering one Yiddish ulpan for
older people. In addition to teaching language skills, the ulpans also teach
23

The Israel Open University offers five Russian-language courses: The History and Culture of
East European Jewry; The Holocaust and European Jewry; Introduction to the Oral Torah; Power
and Politics in the State of Israel; and Jerusalem
24

President Leonid Kuchma deposed both Mr. Gurvits and Mr. Bodelan in late May and installed
presidential appointees in the two positions. Subsequent media commentary has emphasized
Mr. Gurvits' reputed ties to organized crime and Mr. Bodelan's alleged Soviet-style corruption.
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participants about the Israeli economy, schools, defense forces, housing, and
other practical information.
JAFI sponsors clubs for teachers, parents with children in the Israeli army,
parents with children in Naaleh and Sela, single women, youth, and students. It
takes videos of children in Israel and gives them to parents. It sponsors tutoring
sessions for Naaleh and Sela.
It holds seminars for people in specific
professions and hosts job fairs for Israeli employers. (Computer programmers
are in huge demand.)
Mr. Nadler said that JAFI, the Israel Cultural Center, JDC, and the two rabbis in
Odessa are working together this year more effectively than in previous years.
They sponsor joint community-wide celebrations for such holidays as Chanukah
and Israel Independence Day.
JAFI sponsors five summer camps in the Odessa region -- two by Sochnut
alone for adolescents, two in cooperation with the Betar movement for
adolescents, and one by Sochnut for university students. These camps are
attended by 1,800 people. Additionally, Sochnut sponsored two winter camps for
60 young people each session, one for adolescents and one for students.
Mr. Nadler praised the work of Rabbi Shlomo Baksht, who operates residential
programs for Jewish children in distress. (See below.) However, Rabbi Baksht
does not accept children with non-Jewish mothers. JAFI tries to support such
youngsters and bring them to Israel as soon as possible.
Mr. Nadler said that it is often difficult to find buyers for apartments and cars
here. Once a sale is completed, more problems begin because a banking
regulation prohibits international transfers of more than $5,000 per person.
People who sell apartments often become targets for thieves.
35. Ohr Somayach International opened a day school in Odessa in 1994. In
1996, Rabbi Shlomo Baksht, the director of Ohr Somayach operations in the city,
opened residential facilities for Odessa Jewish children living in conditions of
distress, including orphans living in overcrowded and underfunded state
institutions and youngsters living in troubled homes.
The day school, which has an enrollment of just over 600 pupils, was closed for
Pesach vacation during the writer's visit to Odessa. It operates in three different
buildings -- an elementary school and separate high schools for boys and for
girls. The curriculum offers strong programs in both secular and Jewish studies.
The latter includes eight hours weekly of Hebrew and five of Jewish tradition.
The school employs 16 Israelis to teach these classes. The school is strongly
Zionist in orientation, urging youngsters to go to Israel at age 15 or 16 to finish
high school and to remain in the country as olim. Ohr Somayach has opened
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boys' and girls' high schools in Jerusalem to accommodate Russian-speaking
boarding students.
The residential program in Odessa currently accommodates 31 girls, who live in
a section of the girls' high school, and 40 boys, who live in a separate building.
According to Ohr Somayach officials, 13 of the girls and 12 of the boys are new
to Ohr Somayach this (academic) year. All are six years old or older. At age 16,
almost all will go to Israel.
The living quarters are crowded, with as many as 14 girls in one room, but neat
and clean. On the day that the writer visited the girls' residence, some girls were
preparing to go to a ballet that evening. The girls also participate in various
activities in the residence, such as arts and crafts classes and drama groups.
Now that local elections have been held, Ohr Somayach will approach municipal
authorities for assistance in finding more spacious accommodations.
Most youngsters in the residential program are integrated into regular classes at
the Ohr Somayach day school, but some children require special assistance and
are taught in a small, separate classroom. Some boys and girls of middleschool age are illiterate upon entering Ohr Somayach and some must be taught
how to use a fork and knife.
Rabbi Baksht himself was in Jerusalem, where he lives with his family, during my
visit to Odessa. He commutes between Odessa and Jerusalem, staying in each
city for several weeks at a time.25
36. State National School #94 is an Odessa school operating under the joint
auspices of the Israeli Ministry of Education Tsofia program and ORT. It enrolls
340 youngsters in grades one through ten and will add an eleventh grade, the
final class in Ukrainian schools, next year. The school was started in 1994 and
moved into its current quarters, a former kindergarten building, during the 19961997 school year.
Much of the renovation under way last year has been completed, but more
remains to be done. Some areas of the school appear dangerous, an
observation confirmed by officials of the Embassy of Israel with whom the writer
spoke in Kyiv.26 The glass roof of a central courtyard is crumbling, rendering the
courtyard impassable.

25

A more thorough account of Ohr Somayach operations in Odessa is included in the writer's
Travel to Jewish Population Centers in Ukraine - March and April 1997, pp. 51-55.
26

The writer narrowly missed being hit by falling masonry as she left the school.
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The ORT affiliation has brought the school a computer classroom with nine
Pentium computers in a network arrangement, a scanner, and a printer. Yefim
Karpovsky, the chief ORT representative in Ukraine, directs computer education
at the school.27 A computerized physics laboratory is being developed in another
room.
Three teachers from Israel instruct youngsters in four hours of Hebrew each
week, two hours of Jewish history, and two hours of Jewish tradition or music.
The school is secular in orientation.
The school accepts children who are Jewish according to the Israeli Law of
Return, whereas Ohr Somayach accepts only those youngsters who are Jewish
according to Jewish religious law. It has a large turnover during the school year
as children emigrate with their families and new pupils are accepted from a long
waiting list. About 10 youngsters leave after ninth or tenth grade every year to
go to Israel in Naaleh or other programs. Officials at the school predict that
many of their future eleventh grade graduates will enter Israeli universities,
probably in the Sela program.
37.
The writer met with Sergei Artarov, Assistant Director of the Joint
Distribution Committee in Odessa, and with Vladimir Goldman, Director of the
JDC Gmilus Hesed Welfare Center in Odessa.28 JDC operations in Odessa
receive assistance from the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation in
Baltimore, a sister-city to Odessa.
The hesed, which is located in very cramped quarters, reaches approximately
8,000 Jewish elderly in Odessa with a broad range of services. Among these
are: a seniors club that hosts about 1,000 people each month; a medical
consulting office and pharmacy; weekly hot meals at Ohr Somayach and a café
for about 100 people; meals-on-wheels to people in extreme need; home visits
(cleaning, cooking, errands) to about 500 house-bound elderly; home repairs of
appliances; a medical equipment loan service; winter assistance (warm clothing,
blankets, heaters); eight warm homes (meals and socializing in private

27

Dr. Karpovsky was grateful for the Judaic software that the writer brought to the school as a
gift, especially the Navigating the Bible program. Although Navigating the Bible was developed
by ORT, the organization apparently is not distributing it to its own schools. Dr. Karpovsky had
been trying to download the program over the internet and had been appalled by the memory it
was consuming.
28

Jonathan Rudnick, the director of JDC in Odessa, was in Jerusalem for JDC staff meetings.

In an effort to emphasize the centrality and continuity over the ages of Jewish assistance to
those in need, the JDC welfare center in Odessa is called Gemilus Hesed, the same Yiddish
name as that held by the leading Jewish welfare society prior to the 1917 Revolution.
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apartments); food parcels; services to vision-impaired; and holiday celebrations.
The hesed recently initiated Ezra, a program that brings food to lonely elderly
people in hospitals (because hospitals no longer provide food to patients).
Gemilus Hesed also provides various services to children in the Ohr Somayach
residential program, such as medical and dental exams and haircuts. In return,
Ohr Somayach musical and drama groups give performances for Gemilus Hesed
elderly clients.
In response to a question about contributions from local Jewish people of means,
Mr. Goldman identified several Jewish sponsors. An individual who owns a chain
of pharmacies provides various medicines as well as food at a significant
discount, and a restaurant owner also provides some food. A local optometrist
provides five pairs of eyeglasses every month.
The Odessa JDC also supports a Jewish community library and a small
community center that operates various clubs. It is the regional hub for JDC
operations in southern Ukraine.

Dnipropetrovsk
38. Dnipropetrovsk (formerly Ekaterinoslav, in honor of Catherine the Great) is
the third largest city in Ukraine, following Kyiv and Kharkiv; its current population
is about 1.1 million. It was a closed city until mid-1990 due to its extensive
military industry, particularly Yuzmash, an enormous installation manufacturing
intercontinental ballistic missiles, booster rockets, and related products.
A
former director of Yuzmash is Leonid Kuchma, who now is President of Ukraine.
The Dnipropetrovsk area currently is experiencing severe economic distress as
well as massive corruption.
Jews have lived in the area, part of the old Pale of Settlement, since the late
eighteenth century. By 1897, the Jewish population of Ekaterinoslav had
reached 41,240, more than one-third of the entire city at that time. Pogroms
occurred in 1881, 1882, and 1905; the last was the most devastating, killing 67
and wounding more than 100 people. Prior to the consolidation of Soviet
authority in the 1920s, the Jewish community was highly organized, maintaining
a diverse network of Jewish religious, educational, and cultural institutions. It
was an important center of both Zionism and the Chabad movement. A small
Karaite community had its own prayer house.
Following the German invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941, many
Dnipropetrovsk Jews were evacuated from the city as essential workers in
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defense factories that were hastily moved further east. Nazi forces occupied the
city from August 1941 until October 1943. Approximately 11,000 Jews were
killed at Zhendarmskaya balka, a gully in an area then considered on the
outskirts of town, on October 13, 1941. Perhaps 20,000 more were murdered at
other sites.
The current Jewish population is thought to be about 50,000, the fourth largest in
the post-Soviet successor states (after Moscow, Kyiv, and St. Petersburg).
Dnipropetrovsk is the regional hub for a number of other Jewish population
centers, the largest of which are Krivoi Rog (about 12,000 Jews) to the west,
Zaporizhya (about 6,000) to the south, and Dniprodzerzhinsk (about 1,500) to
the north. Economic pressure is stimulating significant Jewish emigration, most
of which is to Israel.
39. Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki, the Chief Rabbi of Dnipropetrovsk, remains the
central Jewish figure in eastern Ukraine and one of the most respected rabbis in
all of the post-Soviet transition states. Politically astute and perhaps the first
rabbi in the successor states to accomplish major local fundraising, he has built
an unequalled network of Jewish institutions.29 Rabbi Kaminezki was born in
Israel and is a Chabad Lubavich hasid.
In discussing current developments, Rabbi Kaminezki spoke of ongoing
emigration. He expects the local Jewish population to stabilize at about 20,000
people in five to ten years. Along with departures, some previous emigres -- to
Israel, the United States, and Germany -- are returning to Dnipropetrovsk
because "they couldn't find themselves" in their new countries. He believes that
a Jewish middle class is developing, which he defined as people earning
between $700 and $1500 monthly. He noted that Jews are very active in
Dnipropetrovsk business.
Rabbi Kaminezki spoke with great satisfaction of the expanding role of the Joint
Distribution Committee in Dnipropetrovsk and elsewhere. Claims Conference
funding has permitted a welcome expansion of its welfare services to the point
where the local hesed is "swallowing" an indigenous welfare group; if the local
group is smart, it will work cooperatively with the hesed because the hesed is
Rabbi Kaminezki is also
more professional and has greater resources.30
enthusiastic about the development of a Jewish community center (Еврейский
29

In discussions with other rabbis and with Jewish Agency officials in Ukraine who had attended
the recent conference of rabbis and JAFI representatives in Dnipropetrovsk, two individuals
spoke admiringly of Rabbi Kaminezki's "empire" and a third said that he felt "very, very small"
when in the presence of Rabbi Kaminezki.
30

The local group to which Rabbi Kaminezki is referring is the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish Council,
an organization directed by Boris Pessin.
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общинный центр) under JDC auspices because it is involving additional
segments of the Jewish population in Jewish-sponsored activities. JDC training
programs and publishing services are also providing great benefits to the Jewish
community. Both Menachem Lepkivker, the JDC director in Dnipropetrovsk, and
Mikhail Bichuch, the local individual who directs the hesed, are well-respected in
the community. (A description of JDC activity in Dnipropetrovsk follows below.)
Rabbi Kaminezki recently approved plans for the renovation of the large Golden
Rose Choral Synagogue, which will begin soon. Returned to the Jewish
community in late 1996 after a long and often acrimonious exchange with the
clothing factory that was using it as a warehouse, the building will serve several
purposes. Its main hall will be used both as a synagogue and as a facility for
community concerts and other presentations. The ground floor will also have a
library and reading room, kitchen, dining room, and public café. The second floor
will include a conference room and Rabbi Kaminezki's office. The third floor will
accommodate several guest rooms and a small kitchen for visitors as well as a
terrace on which a sukkah can be built.
Rabbi Kaminezki anticipates that
remodeling costs will be covered by a combination of international and local
donations.
40. The recently renovated Kotsiubinsky street synagogue is too small to
accommodate the increasing number of worshippers on holidays and on some
shabbats. The Beit Baruch Jewish Center on its premises serves more than
200 hot meals to needy Jewish elderly every day and hosts a number of
additional programs for Jewish seniors, including a choir, Yiddish club, video
club, Torah study group, holiday celebrations, a modest clinic visited by 300
people each month, and a subsidized pharmacy. Dr. Evegenia Cherkasskaya,
the attending physician, coordinates clinic care with that of larger, betterequipped hospitals. The pharmacy also issues medications to Jewish elderly in
a number of other cities and towns in the region, including Zaporizhya,
Dniprodzerzhinsk, Krivoi Rog, Zheltie Vody, Melitopol, and Novomoskovsk.31
Several younger mentally retarded and mentally unstable Jews seem well
integrated into Beit Baruch programs for the elderly population. Additionally, Beit
Baruch has become a center for distribution of insulin to diabetics.
The Beit Baruch program is directed by Jan Sidelkovsky, a local person. Mr.
Sidelkovsky also manages the sister-city projects of the Boston Jewish
community and the Adopt-A-Bubbe project, sponsored by Action for PostSoviet Jewry in Waltham, MA.

31

Many of the medications -- which include aspirin and aspirin-substitutes, Procardia, Tagamet,
Augmentin, and Gaviscon -- are obtained through physicians in the Boston area.
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Rabbi Kaminezki anticipates that the renovated Golden Rose Synagogue will
replace the Kotsiubinsky Street facility for purposes of worship, but the latter will
continue and expand its services for Jewish elderly. Daily minyans will continue
to meet at the day school as well.
41. The Dnipropetrovsk Jewish Day School (School #144), which Rabbi
Kaminezki established in 1990, enrolled 710 pupils in grades one through eleven
in September 1997; by April 1998, emigration had reduced the number of pupils
to 675. According to Principal Semyon I. Kaplunsky, Naaleh and other Israeli
high school programs are very popular and, as a result, the eleventh grade in the
day school is quite small.
Many graduates enter Israeli post-secondary
institutions through Sela or other programs.
All pupils study Hebrew four hours each week along with two hours of Jewish
tradition and two hours of either Jewish history or Land of Israel subjects. Many
youngsters participate in the school hesed program, which will be expanded next
year under the name of Бабушки и внуки (Grandmothers and Grandchildren).
The computer laboratory at the school has been upgraded and now includes 10
advanced Pentium workstations and other equipment. However, the computer
class visited by the writer was attended by about eight high school boys who
were using software programs intended for primary school children. Discussion
followed with the teacher, Principal Kaplunsky, and Rabbi Kaminezki about
improving the teaching skills of the instructor, who is recognized as an excellent
technician.
The school occupies two buildings and part of a third facility on a three-building
campus. The facades of all three buildings are in poor condition, each requiring
repair and repainting. Even the second (yeshiva) building, newly renovated last
year, appears in need of restoration.
42. The second building of the day school has been remodeled and now houses
the heder and yeshiva day school. The heder enrolls 18 boys between the
ages of three and six, and the yeshiva day school enrolls 53 boys between the
ages of seven and seventeen. These youngsters have a full program of religious
studies, taught by six teachers from Israel and the United States,32 as well as a
general curriculum of secular subjects.

32

Some of the teachers are senior students in rabbinic seminaries.
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Religious studies are supervised by Rabbi Reuvin
Chopin, a native of Russia
who made aliyah some
years ago.
According to
Rabbi Kaminezki, almost all
of the boys will emigrate to
Israel; some will complete
high school in a religious
high school under the
auspices of Naaleh and
others will enter postsecondary institutions appropriate to their needs and
interests. It is not assumed
that all of them will enter
Chabad programs.33
Boys in the heder enjoy a painting class.

43. A machon for about eight girls of high school age was started in September
1997. It meets in the girls' boarding home (пансион; see Section 50 below)
during the day when girls are in school. It will expand in enrollment at the high
school level next year alongside a new elementary day school for girls from
religious families. These classes probably will be held in the third building of
the day school. The supervisor of the program for religious girls is Shulamit
Chopin, wife of Rabbi Reuven Chopin.
44. The pre-school under the auspices of the Jewish community enrolls nearly
100 children between the ages of two and one-half and six at two sites. This
program has a waiting list of 30 to 40 children.
45. The Beit Chana Jewish Women's Pedagogical Institute or michlala, is
concluding its third year of operation, enrolling 120 older adolescent girls and
young women from Ukraine and other post-Soviet states. The program offers a
four-year curriculum for girls entering after ninth grade and a two-year curriculum
for girls entering after eleventh grade. Its purpose is to train Russian-speaking
young women in a tuition-free program for the many teaching positions available
in Jewish preschools and elementary schools throughout the successor states. It
offers study concentrations in pre-school education and elementary school

33

The gymnasium (or 'sports hall', in Soviet/post-Soviet terminology) of the school remains on
the ground floor of the second building, thus creating the visual incongruity of girls in gym clothing
unavoidably mixing in the hallway with boys in yarmulkes and tzitzit.
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education, both in secular and Jewish subjects. It added concentrations in music
education34 and paraprofessional social work in 1997-98 and will include a
special education concentration in 1998-99.
According to Beit Chana director Rabbi Meir Stambler, dormitory renovations
may permit the enrollment of 150 students in 1998-99. The school has been
forced to add a non-teaching major to the curriculum for girls who are unable to
manage the academic intensity of the education program. Accordingly, the
school is also training paraprofessional social workers who will work with Jewish
elderly. Rabbi Stambler explained that some girls are so poorly prepared in
small-town secondary schools that no amount of tutoring will enable them to
cope with a dual curriculum of Judaic studies and education courses. Beit Chana
feels obligated to help those girls who seek further education so a less
demanding course of study was developed that will fit their needs, as well as
prepare essential workers for the Jewish community.
Young women completing the education concentration attend a special seminar
of two and one-half months at Machon Gold in Jerusalem during the late spring
and summer. Classes are taught in Hebrew and provide a superb "immersion
course" in Jewish studies. Students also tour Israel, spend time in religious
kibbutzim, and enjoy Shabbat with religious families. However, the 1997
experience, which was the first since Beit Chana opened, was almost too good;
all of the students wanted to stay in Israel, rather than return to the successor
states where most had already agreed to accept specific positions in Jewish
schools for the 1997-98 school year. Given their investment in the Beit Chana
program and the promises made to the Jewish schools, Beit Chana officials felt
that the students were obligated to return to the successor states.
After numerous discussions with the students, 29 of the 38 at Machon Gold
agreed to return. Beit Chana is now requiring that all of its students sign
contracts committing them to one year of service in the successor states for
every two years that they study at Beit Chana. Following fulfillment of this
obligation, Beit Chana will help all interested young women find positions in
Israel. Rabbi Stambler expects that almost all will settle in Israel; some may
want to teach in Israel, complete a university education at Bar-Ilan or another
university, or follow another path. Rabbis in the post-Soviet communities where
the 29 returnees are working are already helping these young women to move on
to Israel upon completion of their teaching responsibilities.
Rabbi Stambler said that 70 percent of Beit Chana students are from broken
homes. The major attractions of Beit Chana to them and their families are: free
tuition, accommodations, and meals; a wholesome atmosphere; and, for those
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The concentration in music education has led to the formation of an excellent choir of about
30 young women led by Iosif Nezvetsky, the choirmaster of the Dnipropetrovsk Opera. They
perform a repertoire of Israeli and traditional Jewish songs.
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from small towns, a guided way out of the stifling atmosphere of small towns.
The specific Judaic components attract few of them, and Rabbi Stambler is under
no illusions that all of the young women will remain religiously observant.
However, Beit Chana will have provided them with an education, a sense of
direction, and self-confidence.
In addition to tuition, accommodations, and meals, Beit Chana provides students
with medical care, clothing, and other assistance. Some girls arrive at the school
with only the clothing that they are wearing and only sandals or bedroom slippers
in place of shoes. Some have no knowledge of basic hygiene.
Students are recruited by Chabad rabbis and workers throughout the successor
states, in Jewish secondary schools, through media advertisements, and through
word of mouth. The current study body includes young women from many
different communities in Ukraine, Russia, and Uzbekistan. Recent graduates are
teaching in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, and Israel.
Young women in the education program do practice teaching in the local Chabad
preschools and day school and in both secular and religious Sunday schools.
Some also work as counselors in the local Chabad summer camp. Those in the
paraprofessional social work program do field work on Fridays in an arrangement
coordinated with JDC.
Rabbi Stambler said that 22 percent of the students are not Jewish according to
halakha. It required two years for him to find a rabbi in Israel willing to approve a
giur (conversion) program for such young women. Few rabbis in Israel,
commented Rabbi Stambler, understand the reality of Jewish life after 70 years
of communism and post-Soviet conditions. He continued by asking the rhetorical
question increasingly heard in the successor states: How can anyone refuse a
Jewish education to someone with the name of Rabinovich who has suffered
from antisemitism her entire life?
46. The yeshiva university program continues, currently enrolling 35 young
men who study religious subjects in the synagogue during the late afternoons
and evenings while concurrently enrolled in a local university or other postsecondary institution. (The program is not related to Yeshiva University in New
York.)
47. Rabbi Kaminezki and Rabbi Stambler, along with Or Avner (the support
group for many Chabad activities in the successor states), will begin a
paraprofessional rabbinic training program next fall.35 Some of the young
men in the yeshiva university program will be invited to study full-time in a one35

Rabbi Meir Stambler is director of chinuch (education) for Or Avner.
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year program designed to train paraprofessional rabbis for Jewish population
centers that are too small to attract ordained rabbis, such as Krivoi Rog,
Dniprodzerzhinsk, Poltava, and Cherkassy. They also will serve in outlying
districts of Dnipropetrovsk, where Chabad may open as many as four small
synagogues. Participants will receive stipends of $120 each month while
studying and a regular salary while working. They will be required to sign
contracts committing them to at least one year of service in a designated Jewish
population center. Rabbis Kaminezki and Stambler anticipate that some will
remain in the successor states for several years, but that all participants
eventually will emigrate to Israel. It is possible that some will enter a yeshiva in
Israel, but unlikely that all will do so.
Selection of candidates will be facilitated by the reality that all have been
studying in the afternoon/evening yeshiva program for several years and are
known to Rabbis Kaminezki and Stambler.
Rabbi Kaminezki listed several
advantages of training local people for such positions: their compensation will be
much less than that required for rabbis hired from abroad; they will be respected
locally for their strong educational backgrounds in secular studies; they
understand the local population; and they are amenable to local conditions.
48. The Dnipropetrovsk Jewish People's University (Днепропетровский
еврейский народный университет) enrolls 41 adults and offers courses by
local scholars in Jewish history, culture, and tradition. It is trying to develop
extension branches in several nearby cities. Some of its instructors also give
lectures at the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish Community Center. The People's
University receives important support from JDC.
49. After several years of indifferent leadership, the Chabad youth group Tsivos
Hashem appears to have found a qualified professional leader in Rabbi Yossi
Glick, a native of England. The group held a Pesach camp at a facility near
Dnipropetrovsk for 120 boys, half of whom were from Dnipropetrovsk. The other
half had been recommended by Chabad rabbis in other cities in Ukraine and
Russia. Yeshiva students from the United States and Israel served as
counselors. A major purpose of the camp was to provide the boys with an
authentic Pesach experience for the entire holiday, an occasion unlikely to have
been observed in a traditional manner in their own homes. The camp schedule
included informal Jewish education, sports, contests, and spirited singing.
50. Rabbi Kaminezki has supported local Jewish children in distress for several
years, renting apartments for them and finding appropriate adults to be
caregivers. Family breakdown is common in the successor states, in part a
consequence of a custom of marriage at an early age. An increasing number of
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Jewish families also appear to be afflicted with conditions impeding sound
childcare, such as chronic health difficulties, mental instability, alcohol abuse,
and/or narcotics addiction. Many youngsters live with a single parent or
grandparent unable to cope with the needs of active, growing children.
With the support of an American donor, Rabbi Kaminezki opened two homes for
such youngsters in 1997. The boys' home (пансион) is in a remodeled former
synagogue and is currently at its capacity of 36 boys, six of whom sleep in each
of six rooms. Rabbi Kaminezki anticipates assigning some older boys to a rental
apartment as the need for this type of program continues to grow.36 He also
hopes to purchase a second facility and remodel it according to the needs of
boys who require such residential care. Mendel Karasik, an American who will
receive smicha in the near future, appears to be a sensitive house leader for the
boys.
The girls' home (пансион) is in a new building close to the day school. It
currently accommodates 28 girls; its capacity is greater, but budgetary
constraints deter acceptance of additional girls, unless an emergency arises as in
the cases with boys noted above.
Lena Kaplunskaya, daughter of the day
school principal, administers the girls' home. When the writer visited the girls'
home early one evening, an aerobics instructor was leading the girls in exercises.
Initially, Rabbi Kaminezki decided to accept children no younger than 10 years
old. However, circumstances have forced acceptance of children as young as
six. All children are enrolled in either the Jewish day school or the yeshiva
school, and tutoring is available to those who need it. They attend the local
Chabad summer camp and some visit their families on occasion.
Each home has four computers, games, a small library, arts and crafts materials,
etc. Nutritious meals are served, and medical care and clothing are provided.
Tight security is maintained. However, counseling services are inadequate and
both facilities require additional furnishings.
Although Ukraine does not permit foreign adoption of its children or the departure
for foreign study programs of youngsters under 16, Rabbi Kaminezki has been
able to arrange Israeli adoptions of some of the younger orphaned children in his
care. He anticipates that most youngsters in the homes will settle in Israel after
finishing high school in Ukraine.
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An older couple accompanied by a boy came unannounced to the boys' home while the writer
was visiting it. The boy was accepted in the home. Concurrently, Rabbi Kaminezki was in
communication with Israeli authorities in Moscow who had contacted him about an abandoned
boy in Birobidzhan, several thousand miles away. Rabbi Kaminezki agreed to accommodate the
Birobidzhan youngster and was making arrangements for his transfer to Dnipropetrovsk.
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Maintenance of residential programs and all of the services required by growing
children is very expensive. Rabbi Kaminezki is searching for additional and
continuing funding in their support.
51.
David Dolev directs the Israel Cultural Center in Dnipropetrovsk.
Additionally, he carries the title of Second Secretary at the Embassy of Israel in
Kyiv. Mr. Dolev, who is well regarded in Dnipropetrovsk, supervises a full
schedule of classes and special events in a region extending from Zaporizhya to
the south to Dniprodzerzhinsk to the north and Kirovograd to the west.
The Center sponsors 25 to 30 Hebrew ulpan classes at any time, each enrolling
an average of 13 people. All teachers are local people who are visited
periodically by Israeli trainers who remain in the area for about three months.
Having recently upgraded their 12 computers to Pentium MMX190 level, the
Center is now teaching computer skills to 20 classes of 10 to 12 adults or
adolescents. Each class meets twice weekly and all enrollees must also be
studying Hebrew. Mr. Dolev said that most computer students are in their
twenties and thirties. All teachers are local people.
The Center sponsors several clubs, including a business club in which potential
olim learn about operating a small business in Israel. A large youth club meets
once or twice weekly.
Mr. Dolev also supervises 20 Sunday schools in the region, including seven in
Dnipropetrovsk. 250 to 300 children between the ages of seven and thirteen
attend these schools; the curriculum includes Hebrew, Jewish tradition, and
Jewish and Israeli history.37 Some also include music, art, or sports classes as
an incentive to attract pupils. The Sunday school in Zaporizhya, which is
considered one of the best in Ukraine, also offers parallel classes for parents.
The director of this school is especially good and the teachers include the three
Israelis currently teaching at the Zaporizhya day school. (See below.)
52. The office of the Jewish Agency for Israel in Dnipropetrovsk is headed by
Alexander Vernik, whom the writer had met two years previously when he was
stationed in Lviv. Mr. Vernik had arrived in Dnipropetrovsk from Lviv only eight
days earlier in a complex and sensitive exchange of positions with Reuven
Weinstein , a JAFI shaliach who moved to Lviv from Dnipropetrovsk. Mr. Vernik,
who is likely to remain in Dnipropetrovsk only until the summer months, readily
acknowledged his lack of familiarity with the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish scene, but
nonetheless offered his opinion on various subjects.
37

Some of the teachers in these Sunday schools are education majors at Beit Chana.
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He perceived Jewish life to be much more active in Dnipropetrovsk than in Lviv
and observed that a real Jewish community appeared to be developing in
Dnipropetrovsk. However, he said, the level of Zionism in many local Jewish
institutions, especially Beit Chana, seemed to be quite low, a troubling situation
because it is training teachers for Jewish schools and because JAFI is assisting
it.38
Anatoly Datskovsky, a highly respected veteran local employee of JAFI, provided
information about local aliyah prospects and JAFI programs. Mr. Datskovsky
foresees a customary seasonal increase in aliyah in Dnipropetrovsk due to
warmer weather. He said that aliyah might increase overall as well because the
local economy is still deteriorating, JAFI is operating good aliyah programs in
Israel (such as Naaleh, Aliyah 2000,39 etc.), and prospective olim can now obtain
visas at the Israel Cultural Center, rather than travel to Kyiv, which is both
expensive and time-consuming.
Regarding the local economy, Mr. Datskovsky said that 50 percent of the
employed population had not received their salaries in six months. In any event,
salaries are so low as to hold only symbolic value, and much of the local
economy is based on barter arrangements. Mr. Datskovsky said that the major
deterrent to aliyah is the lack of suitable housing in Israel. The recent closure of
absorption centers by the Ministry of Absorption has not been helpful. Echoing a
view broadly held in Ukraine and Russia, Mr. Datskovsky stated that the principal
appeal of Germany as an emigration destination is its generous social benefits;
Jewish departures to Germany are decreasing, he added.
Regarding JAFI activities in the region, Mr. Datskovsky said that the office
supervises 20 different Hebrew-language ulpans, including three in
Dnipropetrovsk, two in Donetsk,40 and one in each of 17 additional cities and
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In response to subsequent questions from the writer, Rabbi Meir Stambler, director of Beit
Chana, said that Mr. Vernik had not yet visited Beit Chana. He had, however, called Rabbi
Stambler to complain about the supposed lack of Zionism at the college. Rabbi Stambler said
that Mr. Vernik was unaware of the Israeli components in the Beit Chana curriculum and that the
conversation had become quite tense.
39

Participants in Aliyah 2000 are recruited for specific positions and guaranteed housing.

.
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Located to the east of Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk is a major city of slightly over one million
inhabitants and the administrative center of Donetsk oblast. Its economy based on overworked
and underproducing coal mines (and related heavy industries), it is severely depressed and
frequently in the news for strikes by unpaid miners and for mine disasters. The most recent mine
explosion killed more than 60 workers in April 1998. About 13,000 Jews are believed to live in
the city of Donetsk, 1,900 in Artemovsk, 1,600 in Mariupol, and 1,500 in Slavyansk. Smaller
concentrations reside in Makayevka, Gorlovka, and several other oblast cities. Economic
constraints forced Sochnut to withdraw an Israeli shaliach from Donetsk in 1996. A local person
staffs a JAFI office in the city, which is visited periodically by the shaliach from Dnipropetrovsk.
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towns in the region. In all, the ulpans currently offer 76 separate classes
currently enrolling 1,960 adults and employing 53 teachers. Unfortunately, he
said, a shortage of funds has forced a closure of several ulpans in
Dnipropetrovsk, thus compelling students to travel long distances to classes.
Given the inadequacies of local public transport, it is likely that the closures have
caused a decrease in enrollment.
Mr. Datskovsky stated that JAFI will manage four summer camp sessions in
Dnipropetrovsk, two for adolescents and two for students, and one camp session
in Donetsk for adolescents. Each session will operate 12 days and 11 nights,
including two Shabbats, and will enroll 150 participants.
JAFI also offers a number of clubs for potential olim. Its youth club is especially
large and well-led, but a tight budget may force a curtailment of activities.41
53.
Dnipropetrovsk is the administrative center for Joint Distribution
Committee operations in eastern Ukraine, a large region covering five oblasts
(Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhya, Donetsk, Lugansk, Poltava) and more than 30
cities and towns with some Jewish inhabitants.42 The total Jewish population of
the region is probably about 200,000; the largest concentration, about 50,000, is
in the city of Dnipropetrovsk.
The director of the Dnipropetrovsk JDC office is Rabbi Menachem Lepkivker,
who previously served as onsite director of an education program in Kharkiv
operated by the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America.43 In
response to a question concerning differences between Kharkiv (where the writer
had first met him in 1996) and Dnipropetrovsk, Rabbi Lepkivker said that he liked
his work in both cities, but he didn't cry every night in Kharkiv as he has in
Dnipropetrovsk. His immersion in the welfare needs of Dnipropetrovsk-area
Jewry has been a very emotional experience.
Although the $1.5 million sum of his budget may sound impressive, said Rabbi
Lepkivker, it is far from enough to cover the needs of the regional Jewish

41

Raviv Karasuk, a skilled Israeli youth worker, directs Dnipropetrovsk JAFI youth and student
activities, including summer camps.
42

An oblast (область) is an administrative region in Ukraine (and Russia) with authority
between that of a county and a state in the United States. Ukraine contains 26 oblasts, two of
which are cities with oblast status; these are the capital city of Kyiv and the military
district/seaport of Sevastopol. Kyiv oblast refers to territory around Kyiv, not the city itself.
(Crimea has the status of a republic within Ukraine.)
43

See pages 52-53 below.
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population. The JDC agenda in the municipality of Dnipropetrovsk is among the
more extensive in the transition states, embracing both welfare and one of the
larger community center (общинный центр; obshchiny tsentr) programs in any
post-Soviet city. In fact, the relatively large and spacious building of Shaarei
Hesed is now called the общинный центр, rather than Shaarei Hesed.44
Concentrating on JDC operations in Dnipropetrovsk, Rabbi Lepkivker stated that
its welfare services provide over 1,200 needy individuals with hot meals at least
five days weekly at a total of seven different sites. Another 1,000+ meals-onwheels are provided to homebound elderly. Nearly 7,500 people have received
food parcels thus far this year, and 3,300 individuals received winter relief kits.
Patronage services (homecare, including shopping, cooking, cleaning, etc.) are
provided to over 300 elderly clients.
Shaarei Hesed also offers various health care services to more than 400 elderly.
This program includes medical exams in the community center's own medical
offices or in regular clinics and hospitals; provision of free and/or subsidized
medications; inexpensive rental of medical equipment, such as wheelchairs and
walkers; and such services as repair of home appliances and home plumbing,
hairdressing, and legal advice. A day care center for Jewish elderly has recently
started operations at the hesed, its enrollment limited by budgetary and
transportation constraints. Other programs for the elderly include Shabbat and
holiday programs, lectures on various topics, several clubs, a choir, and physical
training sessions.
As noted elsewhere in this report on Dnipropetrovsk, a hesed club at the Jewish
day school participates in the provision of services to Jewish elderly. Some
youngsters deliver food parcels to hesed clients and visit older Jews on Fridays.
JDC works with the paraprofessional social work training curriculum at Beit
Chana and supervises the new Ner Shabbat program in which Beit Chana
students take challahs and Shabbat candles to Jewish elderly every week.
The Dnipropetrovsk hesed was the first in the transition states to offer programs
to handicapped children, focusing on those with cerebral palsy and
developmental problems.45 Because local schools will not attempt to educate or
train such youngsters, most are isolated at home in the care of parents thus
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Rabbi Lepkivker noted that the new JDC facility in Lugansk, an industrial city further east in
Ukraine with a much smaller Jewish population, will be called a community center and will
accommodate all major Jewish institutions in the area, including a synagogue, hesed, and
community center program.
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The program was initiated at the urging of Dr. Judith Wolf and her family in Boston. (The
Jewish communities of the two cities have a twinning relationship.)
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forced to forgo employment.46 Almost unavoidable under such circumstances
are family instability and impoverishment. Beginning with 12 children two years
ago, the Tikvah Club at the hesed now is overwhelmed with 80 such youngsters,
far more than its meager resources can serve adequately. It attempts to provide
various medical, therapeutic, educational, recreational, and social programs for
children and support services for their desperate parents. Many families also
require clothing, household items, and general welfare assistance. However,
Tikvah lacks qualified professional personnel, appropriate educational materials
and toys, adequate space, and financial resources.
Rabbi Kaminezki provides
some support through a special class at the Jewish day school for a few of the
youngsters and special sessions of his summer camp for many Tikvah children
and their parents.
Rabbi Lepkivker regards inclusion of handicapped young children in the hesed
alongside elderly clients as psychologically questionable. He intends to transfer
the Tikvah program into the community center segment of JDC services.
Rabbi Lepkivker believes that JDC must strengthen its efforts in Jewish renewal
among children, youth, and young and middle-age adults. He thinks that it is
possible to build a Jewish community in Dnipropetrovsk over the next 10 to 20
years for those Jews who will remain in the city. It is "our responsibility" (наша
ответсвенность) to raise the Jewish consciousness of the many Jews who
believe that assimilation is desirable (because it reduces antisemitism), he
declared. The community center segment of JDC programming is key to this
effort.
Irina Sviridenko supervises the community center sector in space that is
inadequate and also inefficiently utilized. Nonetheless, it has more room than
exists for such activity in JDC facilities in many other communities. Its children's
and youth activities include the Simcha creative arts classes, children's theater
group, Tsivos Hashem club, a medically-supervised exercise program for
children with scoliosis, and Jewish holiday celebrations. A youth club involves 60
adolescents, 20 of whom participate on a regular basis. A Hillel program for
local students also is based at the community center.
A major goal of the community center is to attract individuals in the emerging
Jewish middle class between the ages of 25 and 55. Few such people are
involved in any Jewish activity. Prior to Pesach, the community center taught a
select group of local Jews how to conduct seders in their own homes,
recognizing that few individuals of that particular intellectual and economic level
would attend communal seders. Instructors from the local Jewish Peoples'
University present lectures on various Jewish subjects, such as Jewish history
and Jewish tradition, throughout the year.
46

Prior to the inception of the hesed program, many of the children had not been out of their
apartments for five to seven years.
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Other programs for adults include a library and reading room, a literary club and
a women's club. Some activities of the latter are intergenerational, bringing
together middle-age women and their young-adult daughters. The community
center recently began a class in women's aerobics or "shaping" (шейпинг).47
One 10- or 11-day session of a family camp will be offered this summer for about
20 families.
JDC programs in smaller Jewish population centers throughout the region are
necessarily more limited, but each offers a selection of services and activities.
The central hesed in Dnipropetrovsk operates a van that delivers food parcels,
library books, and other items to small communities.
The JDC community center building in Dnipropetrovsk houses the
Dnipropetrovsk Institute for Communal and Welfare Workers, a branch of a
larger and similar JDC organization in St. Petersburg. The Dnipropetrovsk
affiliate operates workshops for JDC professional and paraprofessional staff in
the region, such as hesed directors, library workers, homecare workers, and
others.
54.
The Boston-Dnipropetrovsk Jewish community kehilla/sister-city
project has brought three medical programs to Dnipropetrovsk. Project Vision,
whose roots are in the American Physicians Fellowship, Inc. for Medicine in
Israel, has worked with JDC and other organizations on eye care improvement in
Israel (including Arab communities) and for Jewish populations in Russia,
Romania, and Cuba. In November 1997, a medical group (ophthalmologists,
optometrists, internists, and oncologists) from Boston conducted a five-day
consultation based at the JDC hesed. They brought with them 25 cartons of
American diagnostic equipment, medical supplies, and eyeglasses. More than
600 patients, most of them elderly clients on the rolls of Shaarei Chesed and
other Jewish charities, were diagnosed and treated. Home visits were made to
housebound patients. Seven individuals received laser treatment, and other
patients were recommended for later surgery. Eventually, Project Vision hopes
to train local medical personnel in such procedures. Action for Post-Soviet Jewry
(Waltham, MA) worked with Project Vision and JDC in arranging and
implementing this program.
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Publicity for the aerobics class generated a controversy with Rabbi Kaminezki and his
colleagues due to the wide distribution of promotional circulars featuring a large picture of a
shapely blonde in a skimpy two-piece outfit that may have been nothing more than underwear.
Rabbi Kaminezki declined to post the announcements. Commenting on the divergence of views,
Ms. Sviridenko smiled and said, "We have different tasks." ("У нас разные задачи.")
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Two ambulatory medical clinics, one in obstetrics/gynecology and the other in
pediatrics, were opened at Gynecology Hospital #6 and Children's Hospital #9
respectively. Located in a separate wing of the Gynecology Hospital, the
Women's Clinic is unusually clean and pleasant in comparison with other
Soviet/post-Soviet medical facilities. Modern diagnostic equipment and training
is supplied by physicians associated with Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
in Boston.
The Pediatric Clinic lacks a defined space, but focuses on physician education
and the provision of recent medical literature, including textbooks.
The
collaborating hospitals are Mt. Auburn Hospital and Cambridge Hospital in
Cambridge, MA. The Jewish Community Relations Council of Greater Boston
has been an important link between the two Dnipropetrovsk clinics and medical
programs in the greater Boston area.
55. Global Jewish Assistance and Relief Network (GJARN), directed by
Rabbi Eliezer Avtson, began various welfare operations in Ukraine in 1991.
Although Rabbi Avtson is associated with Chabad Lubavitch, GJARN operates
on a non-sectarian basis and thus is able to work collaboratively with United
States government agencies.
It has managed a welfare service in
Dnipropetrovsk for several years and will soon open a clinic, with U.S.
government funds, that will specialize in treatment of diabetes and several other
medical conditions.
Zaporizhya
56. The city of Zaporizhya (known until 1921 as Aleksandrovsk) is the
administrative center of Zaporizhya oblast, which lies immediately south of
Dnipropetrovsk oblast. The cities of Dnipropetrovsk and Zaporizhya are about
fifty miles apart. The city of Zaporizhya was established in the late sixteenth
century by roving bands of local Cossacks known as Zaporizhya Cossacks.
Their descendants remain in the area today, although they are less numerous
and less well known than the Don Cossacks to the east and Kuban Cossacks to
the southeast.
Extensive deposits of lignite as well as electricity generated by a hydroelectric
station on the Dnipr River supported development of an economy based on
metallurgy, chemicals, and transportation equipment. In common with other
centers of heavy industry in the post-Soviet transition states, much of this
enterprise is obsolescent and currently non-operative. Agricultural production
(especially winter wheat, corn, and potatoes) in the oblast sustains a food
processing industry.
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The current population of the city of Zaporizhya is approximately 880,000,
including 10,000 to 14,000 Jews. Much smaller concentrations of Jews live in
Berdyansk and Melitopol, both in the southern part of the oblast.
57. The Zaporizhya synagogue has been remodeled extensively by the Joint
Distribution Committee and includes both a large sanctuary and a smaller shul,
as well as meeting rooms of various sizes, a kitchen, and a dining room
accommodating 100 persons. Rabbi Nachum Ehrentroi serves the community in
a dual capacity as rabbi and as representative of JDC. Although associated with
the Chabad movement, Rabbi Ehrentroi does not represent Chabad in the city.
Rabbi Ehrentroi was attending a JDC conference in Jerusalem at the time of my
visit.
58. The Zaporizhya Jewish day school -- known formally as Zaporizhya
Muncipal Jewish National Gymnasium Alef -- opened in 1992 under the
auspices of the Lishkat Hakesher Maavar (now Tsofia) program. It quickly
acquired widespread notoriety for its Bundist approach to Jewish issues, creating
the spectacle of an anti-Zionist school sponsored by the Israeli government.
Conflict within its faculty was rife and public, its administration encouraging the
anti-Zionist direction and some teachers opposing it. Several years would pass
before illness forced the resignation of a key official and changes could be
effected in the orientation of the school. Nonetheless, the current principal is
militantly anti-religious and the curriculum continues to include Yiddish (although
pupils receive no grades in Yiddish and they are graded in Hebrew).
A school official reported that the current enrollment is 280 pupils. About 20
youngsters leave during the school year, most emigrating with their parents to
Israel. Many adolescents choose to complete their high school education in
Israel in the Naaleh program. The day school Judaic curriculum includes three
hours of Hebrew each week and one hour each of Jewish tradition, Jewish
history, and geography of Israel. Additionally, pupils study two hours each of
Yiddish and Jewish literature weekly without receiving grades in those subjects.
An effort is made to teach high school level Judaic courses in the Hebrew
language itself. Thirty high school pupils and six teachers were in Poland as
participants in the March of the Living when the writer visited the school.
Five teachers from Israel work in the school, four on a full-time basis and one
part-time. Dina Ehrentroi, wife of Rabbi Ehrentroi, is the lead Hebrew teacher.48
48

The divergence in lifestyles between Mrs. Ehrentroi, who was attired in conventional clothing
for a Chabad woman, and the other Israelis, several of whom (including women) wore blue jeans,
was clear. Also clear was a significant degree of tension in their relationship.
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Members of the teaching staff said that the school celebrates all Israeli and
Jewish holidays (in a secular manner) and that events were held in which parents
also would learn about the Jewish calendar.
Teachers expressed great pride in the school newspaper, a Russian-language
broadsheet with fairly advanced computer graphics.49 The authors of most
articles were identified as teachers, but pupils write some shorter articles and
poetry. (Several poems had been written in Ukrainian.) The orientation of the
newspaper is Zionist.
The school occupies only a portion of a three-story building. The remainder is
empty, having been condemned as unsafe. Classes in grades one and two meet
in an adjacent structure.
59. The religious community (synagogue) operates a pre-school enrolling 53
children in three age groups. In contrast to the day school, the orientation of the
pre-school is religious.
60. The Jewish Sunday school in Zaporizhya is considered one of the best in
Ukraine. Of the 70 youngsters who are enrolled, about 50 participate every
week. Parallel classes are offered for parents. Observers consider the director
to be quite talented and note that Israeli teachers from the day school also teach
Hebrew at the Sunday school, thus providing an unusually high level of Hebrew
instruction for a Sunday school in the transition states.
61. Both the Jewish Agency for Israel and Nativ (Israel Cultural Center)
serve Zaporizhya from their Dnipropetrovsk bases. Ezra, a religious Zionist
youth group, operates a three-week summer camp in the area in cooperation
with the Jewish Agency.
Kharkiv
62. With a population of 1,555,000, Kharkiv is the second largest city in
Ukraine. Its proximity to the Donets Coal Basin (Donbas) and Krivoy Rog iron
range led to its development as a major center of heavy industry. Kharkiv also
hosts a number of Ukrainian institutions of higher education. Financial distress
has led to significant contraction of several sectors of the economy, including
industry, higher education, and medical services. A city of unusual political
49

The school has 10 computers with 486 processors. Only the teacher's computer has a CDROM drive.
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complexity, Kharkiv was capital of Ukraine from 1921 to 1934. It is heavily
russified, but also is home to groups representing UNA-UNSO (Ukrainian
nationalists) and the Slavic Union (advocates of a united Slavic nation comprising
Russia, Belarus, and Ukraine).
The Jewish population of Kharkiv is about 40,000. Kharkiv and Cincinnati are
"sister cities", but a functional relationship has proved difficult to attain at either
the municipal or Jewish communal levels due to difficult operating conditions in
Kharkiv as well as a lack of commitment in Cincinnati.
63. Rabbi Moishe Moskowitz, who is associated with Chabad, is Chief Rabbi of
Kharkiv and Kharkiv Oblast.
Rabbi Moskowitz was eager to express his
admiration for the Joint Distribution Committee, which only recently stationed a
full-time manager in Kharkiv. JDC, said Rabbi Moskowitz, had made rapid
progress in opening a hesed and providing crucial services for the Jewish
community. (See below.)
The first stage in restoration of the Choral Synagogue has been completed. Its
golden-hued cupola had been re-finished and gleamed in the spring sun. Gutters
and downspouts have been replaced. Further work depends on the reaction of
Eduard Khodos, a local Jew who resides on the second floor of the Choral
Synagogue and claims to represent Progressive Judaism in the city.50 The
Moskowitzes said that many Kharkiv Jews have expressed concern that Khodos'
words and actions will provoke antisemitism, noting that he has claimed in his
newspaper and in television interviews that Jews are money-hungry and that he
understands why Adolf Hitler wanted to kill Jews. (Mr. Khodos' newspaper,
Тихий ужас or Quiet Horror, is published irregularly.) The Reform movement
"self-destructs" when it maintains contact with Khodos, the Moskowitzes said.
After Khodos' bizarre and failed campaign for mayor, city officials realized that he
is harmful to the image of the city, related Rabbi Moskowitz. It appears that the
municipality is trying to persuade Khodos to move out of the synagogue as his
presence there is embarrassing. Further, said the Moskowitzes, influential
people in the municipality are aware that Jewish communities in other cities have
restored their synagogues, thus enhancing the image of these cities. Officials in
Kharkiv would like their city to appear to embrace its Jewish population as well,
and they know that neither local Jews nor their associates abroad are likely to
commit resources to full renovation of the synagogue as long as its control is
contested.
64. The Chabad day school (School #170) enrolled 430 youngsters in April
1998, compared to 450 in September 1997. More than 20 youngsters left during
50
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the school year (to emigrate with their parents), said Rabbi Moskowitz, but others
entered the school in mid-year. A preschool, which enrolls approximately 50
children, and the first three grades of the elementary school meet in a former
nursery school building, which has spacious outdoor play areas. The kitchen in
this building prepares meals for pupils in this building, pupils in the middle/upper
school facility, and for impoverished elderly Jews who are served JDC-sponsored
hot meals in dining rooms in both buildings.
Pupils in middle and upper grades are allocated classroom space on the third
floor (plus several activity rooms on the ground floor) of a public school in
another district of the city. The Chabad areas of the building are separated from
the regular public school in the building by floor-to-ceiling chain link fences.
Rabbi Moskowitz has been unsuccessful in several years of searching for
another facility to house the middle and high schools.
Pupils in the day school study Hebrew three times weekly in classes taught by
local teachers. Rabbi Moskowitz, Mrs. Moskowitz, and Rabbi Levi Reitzes teach
classes in Torah three times weekly to pupils, and a local individual teaches one
hour of Jewish literature to pupils each week. A husband-and-wife team from
Israel will join the school in 1998-1999 as teachers of tradition.
Prayers, led by the teachers of Torah, are said in the school each morning on a
voluntary basis. Rabbi Moskowitz said that school uniforms will be required for
all pupils in 1998-1999 in order to reduce the visibility of income differences
among families of pupils.
The school sponsors a number of extra-curricular activities, including a hesed
club that makes friendly visits to elderly Jews in the city. Assisting youngsters in
many extra-curricular programs are members of the Hillel student organization,
which is based in a small structure attached to the school building.
Rabbi Moskowitz considers enrollment in the day school to be part of the
emigration process. Some youngsters leave the school in the upper grades to
enroll in Naaleh, and some enter the Sela program upon graduation. Other
graduates go to Israel in other programs as young adults.
65. The Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations (New York) operates a
multi-faceted program in Kharkiv that focuses on Jewish adolescents and young
adults. Rabbi Shlomo Assraf continues to direct the project from Israel, visiting
Kharkiv from time to time. The on-site director at the time of the writer's visit was
Rabbi Eli Lewis, who expects to return to Israel with his family at the end of the
school year.
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The focal point of the OU education program in Kharkiv is Lycee Shaalavim, a
private school that enrolled 116 pupils in grades seven through eleven in
September 1997. Enrollment in late April 1998 was 98, the decrease due mainly
to pupil emigration to Israel with their families. Rabbi Lewis described the school
as "an Israeli school in Ukraine," referring to its Israeli teaching staff and strong
Zionist orientation. Fifty-eight pupils are residents of Kharkiv and 40 (20 girls
and 20 boys) are non-residents. The latter are recruited from throughout Ukraine
at Jewish summer camps and by word-of-mouth; they are accommodated in
newly-built dormitories. Many youngsters, both local and boarders, are from
troubled homes. The school curriculum is modern Orthodox in philosophy.
Pupils study three classes of Jewish subjects each day, almost all of which are
taught in Hebrew, as well as a full, rigorous secular curriculum. Five certified
teachers from Israel and five Israeli students serve as instructors in the Judaic
courses and as dormitory counselors.
Aliyah is encouraged and facilitated, leading to an extraordinarily high enrollment
turnover -- sometimes as high as 70 percent -- from year to year as pupils
emigrate to Israel with their families or in Naaleh or other high school programs.
The eleventh grade (final class in Ukrainian schools) is very small, and most
graduates enter Israeli universities.
In addition to the lycee, the OU operates a youth center in the middle of the city
that sponsors a small Sunday school, a youth club, a learning program for
university students, several Shabbat programs, a large meals program for Jewish
elderly (subsidized by JDC), and other activities. It also sponsors a three-week
summer camp in the Kharkiv region that enrolls about 250 adolescents.
66. Grigory Masezhnik, a native of Chernovtsy, has been the Jewish Agency
representative in Kharkiv since September 1996. He is on leave from a position
in computer technology at a vocational college in Israel.
Mr. Masezhnik directs JAFI operations in a large area, covering four oblasts
(Kharkiv, Lugansk, Sumy, and Poltava). Kharkiv has the only large Jewish
population, about 40,000; Kremenchug (Poltava oblast) and Lugansk city may
have about 3,000 Jews each; and Sumy and the city of Poltava may have about
1,600 each. Perhaps six additional cities have Jewish populations between 100
and 1,000.
Aliyah from the region has been increasing by about nine percent from one year
to the next over the last several years, said Mr. Masezhnik. The growth in
departures to Israel reflects the "situation" (положение).51 Mr. Masezhnik
51

Положение is a literal translation of situation. In the context used, it is understood to refer to
the economic situation.
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described the local economy as "catastrophic," noting that only 25 percent of the
factories in the region were operating. Eighty percent of the workforce is
registered as unemployed, but it is likely that additional unemployed people are
unregistered, he said.
The proportion of younger people going to Israel is increasing significantly,
reflecting their inability to find work after completing post-secondary studies. In
addition to the shrinking industrial base, universities and institutes were closing
entire departments and hospitals were shutting wards. The only deterrent to the
departure of young people, said Mr. Masezhnik, is fear for the well-being of their
middle-age and older parents, who are much less willing to take risks in a new
culture. The Naaleh, Sela, and Chalom programs are very popular with
adolescents and young adults.
As he had noted in a discussion with the writer in 1997, Mr. Masezhnik believes
that Sochnut should provide opportunities for potential olim to upgrade their skills
in computer technology so they would develop the confidence to move to Israel.
Mr. Masezhnik explained that absorption in Israel is often difficult for people with
a Soviet-style higher education. Although they may possess degrees in
engineering or medicine, as do many Jews in Kharkiv, they lack proficiency in
computer technology as well as in English and both ulpan and technical Hebrew.
Unskilled in any of these areas, some middle-age Jews are reluctant to emigrate
to Israel.
Mr. Masezhnik has submitted a proposal to Sochnut headquarters in Jerusalem
for the development of a computer classroom in available space in the Kharkiv
Sochnut office. Sochnut could offer computer technology courses appropriate
for various professions and could also use the computers to teach Hebrew and
technical English. The computers could be made available to children and
adolescents in the late afternoon after school. Mr. Masezhnik remains frustrated
that the Jewish Agency budget is unable to cover the costs of such a program.52
JAFI ulpan courses in Kharkiv alone enroll about 750 adults. The Jewish Agency
youth club is very large and includes many special-interest groups, such as
discussion groups on Israel-Arab negotiations, Israeli culture, and other topics.
Very practical matters (such as Israeli army service, higher education
opportunities, job-hunting in Israel, insurance, etc.) are also discussed. All
Jewish and Israeli holidays are observed, and some celebrations draw as many
as 300 or 400 young people. Some activists come into Kharkiv from all over the
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As cited earlier in this report, computer training is available to local Jews in several other major
Ukrainian cities, such as at the Israel Cultural Center branch at the Kyiv Polytechnical Institute
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training programs with Jewish Agency aliyah counselors.
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region to participate in these events, even from Lugansk, which is five to six
hours away by car.
JAFI expects to operate five summer camp sessions in the Kharkiv region in
1998. Two (June 25 to July 7, and July 9 to July 20) will enroll a total of 320
Jewish youngsters between the ages of eight and 10. It is difficult to care for
such young children in a camp setting, said Mr. Masezhnik, but it is hoped that
their experiences plus activities planned for their parents will encourage entire
families to move to Israel. Another camp session (July 22 to August 2) is
planned for 150 youngsters between the ages of 14 and 16. About 200
university students will participate in JAFI student camps in August. In addition
to these camps, JAFI will offer some financial support to the Orthodox Union
summer camp and to a camp operated by Ezra, a religious Zionist organization.
The Ezra camp probably will be held near Lugansk.
Mr. Masezhnik was very enthusiastic about the recent joint conference in Dnipropetrovsk of JAFI representatives and rabbis in Ukraine. He pronounced it "very
healthy (здоровый), very good". He said that JAFI relations with Rabbi
Moskowitz of Chabad and with the OU Center are very excellent because all
three parties have common interests.
Relations with the local Israel Cultural
Center are "normal"; JAFI and the Israel Cultural Center co-sponsor celebrations
of some Israeli holidays.53 He added that JAFI has almost no contact with the
new Hillel student group in Kharkiv (see below), noting that the JAFI student
group is much larger and stronger and also more effective on a regional basis
than is Hillel.54
Mr. Masezhnik said that he may remain in Kharkiv for one more year, i.e., a third
year, before returning to Israel. He explained that he derives great satisfaction
from working on behalf of aliyah and seeing significant increases in departures to
Israel.
67. The Joint Distribution Committee initiated comprehensive operations in
Kharkiv only within the last 18 months, significantly later than in some other postSoviet cities with smaller Jewish populations. However, the implementation
phase of its activity has proceded rapidly and the organization already is
receiving plaudits from local Jews. George Feingold, the JDC Kharkiv director, is
widely admired in the city; Mr. Feingold was attending a JDC conference in
Jerusalem during the writer's visit to Kharkiv, but had arranged meetings with
other JDC personnel.
53

The Israel Cultural Center in Kharkiv appears to be a weak organization, rarely mentioned in
discussions of Kharkiv Jewish life.
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A lack of contact between JAFI and Hillel appears to be the norm throughout the transition
states.
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The JDC welfare program is extensive, with 10,800 needy elderly already on its
rolls and more than 1,000 additional impoverished Jews expected to be added in
the near future. About 9,000 people receive some type of assistance, from
occasional food parcels to more comprehensive in-home assistance. Six soup
kitchens (one at the Chabad synagogue and one at each Chabad school site,
one at the OU school and one at the OU youth center, and one at a restaurant in
a remote area of the city) serve a total of more than 800 elderly, each receiving
three to five meals weekly. Additionally, the Chabad and OU kitchens each
dispatch meals-on-wheels to JDC clientele. Twenty-eight warm homes serve hot
meals twice weekly to 337 Jewish elderly. Patronage services (in-home
assistance) is provided to 885 homebound clients by 175 patronage workers.
According to JDC staff, the average pension in Kharkiv is $18 monthly. A great
need exists for more nutrition assistance and more patronage service, but
funding is unavailable. A related difficulty is the expense of transportation for
patronage workers; JDC tries to match workers with clients in the same
neighborhood, but such assignments are not always possible and some that are
feasible in a technical sense do not work out because of personality conflicts or
other reasons. Further, the municipal transportation system frequently breaks
down, a function of the general economic collapse in the city, sometimes
stranding workers in remote areas for hours on end.
JDC also needs funding for insulin and other medications, bedding, underwear,
and adult diapers. Additional financial support is also required for winter relief
services to Jews who live in villages.
A visit was made to the new hesed, Hesed Maalot, a former kindergarten building
undergoing extensive renovation. A club for elderly Jews is located on the
ground floor; its major activities are weekly kabbalat Shabbat gatherings, holiday
celebrations, lectures and other cultural events, and a vocal ensemble of 15
individuals. Other facilities include a center for rental of medical equipment
(wheelchairs, walkers, etc.), medical consultation suite, a clubroom for World
War II veterans, a small hairdressing salon, and administrative offices for the
various welfare services. No space is assigned to activities for children.
Two smaller heseds are being developed in Poltava and Sumy. Approximately
80 percent of the Jewish population of Poltava is elderly.
JDC also supports a variety of education and culture programs in Kharkiv,
including a Popular University of Jewish Culture in Eastern Ukraine. This
institution does not offer regular courses, but sponsors public lectures, a seminar
for academics with interests in various Jewish subjects, and a periodic journal
Истоки (Sources) that includes articles by local scholars on Jewish history (local
and international), Judaism, and Jewish culture. Support is also given to a preBetsy R. Gidwitz
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existing Jewish Theater. JDC arranges attendance of Jewish elderly at dress
rehearsals and provides hesed members, Jewish school groups, and World War
II ghetto survivors with tickets.
The Jewish Veterans of World II organization, which is assisted by JDC, has a
membership of 1,093 individuals. A Society of Former Ghetto Prisoners,
which has 72 members (50 Jews and 22 Righteous Gentiles, some of whom
have been recognized by Ukraine and some of whom have been recognized by
Israel), also receives JDC support.
JDC reports excellent relations with both Chabad and the Orthodox Union. It has
assisted the Chabad school in forming its own hesed group.
68. A separate discussion was held with Inna Belyakovich, the local director of
Kharkiv Hillel, another group that receives support from JDC. Hillel was
established in Kharkiv in 1997 and has its own center in a small building attached
to the Chabad school.
Initially a gathering place for graduates of the Chabad day school, Hillel now has
about 100 members between the ages of 18 and 24 from 12 universities and
other post-secondary institutes across the city. Over 40 of these students are
activists. Some Jewish students in Poltava and Sumy are also involved.
The Kharkiv Hillel organization appears to interact more intensively with a Jewish
day school, i.e., the Chabad school, than other Hillel associations in the transition
states with which the writer is familiar. Hillel members are active as advisors to
several extracurricular endeavors in the school, including a puppet theater,
dance group, and the school hesed. The alumni ties of many Hillel members to
the school as well as the location of the Hillel center in a building attached to the
school are critical factors in this relationship. Kharkiv Hillel members also are
active participants in JDC programs for Jewish elderly, such as delivery of food
parcels to seniors in their apartments and organization of kabbalat Shabbat and
holiday celebrations at Hesed Maalot and in warm homes.
Hillel members assumed a leadership role in the organization and implementation of a JDC family camp for 20 families during the summer of 1997.
Many of the families and Hillel participants continue to gather to celebrate Jewish
holidays together, including Rosh Hashana and Chanukah.
Kharkiv Hillel hosted a two-day seminar in early 1998 that attracted Hillel
members from Kyiv and other cities to learn about Pesach and the conduct of
Pesach seders. Hillel members then led seders in the hesed, for the ghetto
prisoners group, and in several small Jewish population centers. They hope that
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a group of American Hillel members will join them in 1999 for such Pesach
activity.
In response to a question, Ms. Belyakovich and a Hillel student who had joined
the discussion said they anticipate that many Hillel members would leave
Ukraine in the near future to build new lives in Israel, the United States, or
Canada. In the meantime, they said, Kharkiv Hillel was a second home for
Jewish students. Many members had developed new friendships in Hillel.
Responding to a question about the likelihood of Jewish student participation in
more than one Jewish student club in the city, Ms. Belyakovich and the Hillel
member responded that two other such groups existed, one at Sochnut and the
other at the Israel Cultural Center. Neither was familiar with the student club at
the Israel Cultural Center. They believed that the large size of the Sochnut club
precluded the type of close personal relationships that they cherish at Hillel.
Further, they noted, whereas Sochnut student activities are planned by Sochnut
staff, Hillel members themselves plan their own activities in Hillel. Hillel members
feel that they "own" Hillel, that they can express their own personalities in Hillel,
and that they have more opportunities to be creative in Hillel than is the case in
other Jewish student groups.

Moldova
69. The writer entered Moldova at the border crossing closest to the Ukrainian
city of Chernovtsy. By pre-arrangement, the crossing was accomplished with
the assistance of the Jewish Agency. Klava Shlyakovskaya of the JAFI office
in Chernovtsy accompanied the writer to the border, assisted with processing,
and even chatted with Victor Fisher, the JAFI shaliach in Moldova, who had
come to the border from Kishinev. The border crossing was accomplished with a
minimum of bureaucratic hubris.55
Seven days later, the writer crossed back into Ukraine en route to Odessa. This
journey was more complex as it required passage through the Transdnistr area
(also called Prednistrovia), the left bank of the Dniestr River. With ethnic
Russians constituting the majority population, local Russian nationalists and
supporters from Russia declared an independent republic (Dnistr Moldovan
Republic) in 1992 in response to strong Moldovian nationalism following
Moldova's declaration of post-Soviet independence in 1991. The Russian 14th
Army currently occupies the territory, which has become a haven for organized
crime. The best road between Kishinev and Odessa passes though this area,
55

The occupants of an automobile directly behind the car of the writer were less fortunate. They
appeared to be Romany (gypsies) and were subjected to various forms of harassment.
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necessitating several border crossings and attendant displays of national
sovereignty. Traversing the various checkpoints may require as much as six
hours.
The journey was facilitated by the Joint Distribution Committee. JDC has
significant experience in the crossing as its two large offices in Kishinev and
Odessa constitute a single JDC regional administration, thus generating JDC
traffic between them. Traveling in a JDC car with a JDC driver, the trans-border
passage required about an hour.
70. Moldova is a republic bounded on the north and northeast by Ukraine, on
the southeast by the Black Sea, and on the south and west by Romania.
Moldovians consider themselves descendants of the Romans, i.e., not Slavs.
The official state language is Romanian. Between 1812 and 1917, Moldova was
under Russian rule. It proclaimed independence from Russia in 1917 and joined
Romania in 1918. The territory was seized by the Soviet Union in June 1940
under the provisions of the 1939 Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact. It was
retaken by German and Romanian troops in July 1941, and was recovered by
the USSR in August 1944. Romania has always considered Moldova to be a
Romanian province.
Moldova declared independence from the USSR on August 27, 1991. As was
the case in other former Soviet republics, its early actions were influenced
strongly by resurgent local nationalism that many residents of Russian and other
ethnic groups found threatening. Apprehension about the future course of
Moldova was especially strong in the Transdnistr area, which had been been part
of Soviet Ukraine before World
War II and was transferred by
the USSR to Soviet Moldova
after the war. With a majority
Russian
and
Ukrainian
population, Transdnistr served
Soviet needs in diluting the
ethnic
Romanian
majority
population in Moldova. Soviet
policy
dictated
the
establishment of the most
advanced sectors of Moldovan
industry in Transdnistr and the
placement of Moldova-bound
oil and gas pipelines through
the Slavic-populated region.
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A Russian-dominated Dnistr Moldovan Republic was de-clared in the area and
seceded from Moldova in 1992. (See shaded area on map in eastern part of
Moldova.) Armed conflict erupted between Mol-dovan security forces and
Russian-controlled Transdnistr Republican Guards before se-cession. After
secession, the latter were joined by the Russian 14th Army and Cos-sack
volunteers from Ukraine and Russia. Russia has de-clined to withdraw the 14th
Army, citing a lack of housing for troops in Russia.
71. Moldova, together with adjoining segments of Ukraine, is often known in
Jewish history as Bessarabia, the entire area between the Dniestr and Prut
rivers. Jews have lived in the region -- where they were prominent as
merchants, traders, and craftsmen -- since the end of the 14th century, During
parts of the 19th century, as many as 230,000 Jews lived in Moldova, perhaps
one-third of the population in small towns and close to one-half of the population
of Kishinev. The country was a center of both Yiddish and Hebrew literature.
Widespread impoverishment and pogroms during the late 19th and early 20th
centuries led to large-scale emigration. The most notorious pogrom occurred in
1903, apparently with the support of the Russian Ministry of the Interior, led by
Vyacheslav Plehve.56 The attack occurred on Easter, April 6 and 7, spurred by a
blood libel campaign in a prominent newspaper. According to official statistics,
49 Jews were killed and another 500 were injured. Material losses from property
destruction and looting were enormous. About 2,000 Jews were left homeless.
Another pogrom occurred on August 19, 1905, in which 19 Jews were killed and
56 were injured.
Perhaps 300,000 Jews lived in Moldova on the eve of World War II. The number
of Holocaust victims is difficult to determine due to inconsistent territorial
nomenclature among Romanians, Soviet authorities, and Nazi occupying forces.
Slightly more than 95,000 Jews lived in Moldova in 1959, a fairly large number of
whom are believed to be postwar migrants from southern Ukraine.
72.
Following heavy emigration over the last 20 years, the contemporary
Jewish population of Moldova is about 30,000.57 Perhaps 25,000 of the
30,000 live in the capital city of Kishinev (Chisinau, in Romanian).
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Vyacheslav Konstantinovich Plehve (1846-1904) was one of the most reactionary figures in
the regime of Nicholas II, the last tsar. Plehve was also an instigator of the Russo-Japanese War
of 1904.
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About 12,000 Jews lived in or near the Transdnistr area (in Tiraspol, Bendery, and
Dubossary) at the outbreak of hostilities in the early 1990s. Some were caught in the crossfire
and casualties occurred. The Jewish Agency and Joint Distribution Committee, together with
indigenous groups, mounted an evacuation operation that brought many Jews from the region to
Israel. However, some preferred to return to their places of residence from evacuation centers in
Odessa and Kishinev.
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Concentrations of about 1,000 Jews live in Beltsy, Soroky (Soroca), Bendery
(Tighina), and Tiraspol.
Two rabbis serve in Moldova: Rabbi Zalman Abelsky of Chabad has been in
Kishinev since the early 1990s and is the Chief Rabbi of Moldova, and Rabbi
Moshe Budilovsky arrived in 1997. Rabbi Budilovsky, who is associated with
Aguda, is admired among Kishinev Jewry for his outreach efforts and willingness
to work with all segments of the Jewish community.
72. The total population of Moldova is about 4.3 million people; Kishinev, with a
population of about 720,000, is the only large city. The economy is based on
agriculture and agricultural industry. The industrial base is weak and almost
entirely lacking in high technology production. A small number of people are
very wealthy, and a very large sector of the population is impoverished. As in
Ukraine, the national parliament is riven by ideological conflicts and is unable to
formulate a workable economic policy.
Elections in March 1998 returned a
parliament that is 40 percent communist, 28 percent Moldovian nationalist, and
32 percent centrist. Observers predict a sharp devaluation of the Moldovian
currency and further declines in the gross domestic product and living standards.
73. Marina Fromer, the "country director" for the JDC region of southern Ukraine
and Moldova, was in Kishinev at the time of the writer's arrival. Ms. Fromer and
JDC representatives in Moldova Yigal and Inna Kotler discussed Moldovan Jewry
in comparison with other post-Soviet Jewish populations. Ms. Fromer herself is
a native of the Soviet Union and earlier represented JDC in St. Petersburg. The
Kotlers, who had lived in Odessa most of their lives, had previously worked for
JDC in Kyiv.
The three JDC professionals agreed that it is easier to work with Moldovan Jews
than with Jews in St. Petersburg, Kyiv, or Odessa. Moldovan Jewish leaders
regard their responsibilities very seriously. They are less contentious and more
community-minded than Jews in other post-Soviet states. Different groups of
Jews are more likely to work together in a collaborative manner in Moldova.
Ms. Fromer and the Kotlers hypothesized that the relatively recent (1940)
absorption of Moldova into the Soviet Union had created a postwar Jewish
population that remained conscious of its Jewish heritage, including a strong
sense of Jewish communal responsibility.58
Even younger Jews retain a
collective memory of local pogroms and the Shoah. Ms. Fromer and the Kotlers
commented that many Jewish young adults understand Yiddish and that some
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The same observation has been made about the Jews of the Baltic states, particularly Latvia
and Lithuania, whose history is similar.
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speak Yiddish, a rare phenomenon elsewhere in the post-Soviet successor
states.
74. Jewish School #22 was organized in 1991 by the Lishkat Hakesher (Nativ)
as part of its Maavar (Tsofia) program. According to Roman Karachun, the
principal, and Mikhail Paz, an Israeli who directs the Jewish component of the
curriculum, the enrollment of the school is almost 400 and is growing from year to
year. Ninety-seven percent of the pupils are Jewish according to the Israeli Law
of Return. About 15 percent of pupils leave during the school year to emigrate
to Israel or another country with their families. About 50 percent of school
graduates enroll in Sela, the Israeli pre-university program.
Teachers, especially those who teach Jewish subjects, are also leaving. Their
departure causes serious problems as Jewish-studies teachers are not easily
replaced.
All pupils are taught four hours of Hebrew each week, two hours of Jewish
history, and one of Jewish tradition. The two men concurred that the curriculum
would include additional hours of Jewish subjects if trained teachers could be
found.59
A full secular studies curriculum is also taught, including three languages -Romanian, Russian, and English -- in addition to Hebrew. The school has 20
Pentium computers, nine of which were provided by the Moldovan government
and 11 that were supplied by Israel, and a good, active library in both Russian
and Hebrew. However, the facility has no sports hall, a deficiency that is keenly
felt.
Small museums on Jewish history and Israel have been constructed in hallways
and various ancillary spaces. One such display is on the Shoah, with particular
emphasis on Moldova. A second is on the Israel Defense Forces. A third is on
Israeli nature; plants brought from Israel are shown and are also used in biology
classes.
All Jewish and Israeli holidays are observed. The school offers various
extracurricular programs, such as Israeli dance, a choir, computer club, etc.
In response to a question, Mr. Karachun said that families with children in the
school represent a range of economic conditions. However, the majority are
single-parent families and are impoverished. Earlier in the school year,
continued Mr. Karachun, the school conducted a health scan of its pupils. It
found that numerous youngsters were malnourished and that many suffered
59

The seven-hour weekly Judaic curriculum is comparable to that in most other Tsofia schools
with which the writer is familiar.
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chronic health problems, including disorders of the endocrine and nervous
systems, cardiac weakness, and ophthalmologic abnormalities. In response, the
school strengthened its own nutrition programs, increasing its funding in this
sector of school services by 300 percent. However, the school cannot provide
youngsters with necessary medications that are simply unavailable in Kishinev or
are prohibitively expensive
Mr. Karachun likened the school to a large family, with all of its joys and sorrows.
It has a good reputation in the city and the children themselves are not eager for
school vacations. The school operates a three-week day camp in the summer,
which is heartily welcomed by both pupils and their parents. The possibility of
extending the day camp season has been explored, but funding is unavailable.
75. A second Jewish day school, School #15, operates under Chabad
auspices. It enrolls about 170 pupils, almost all of whom are Jewish according to
halakha. The writer was unable to visit this school because it had closed for
Pesach vacation on the only day available for such a visit.
76. Both day schools operate their own Jewish pre-schools. About 40 children
are enrolled in the pre-school of School #22 and about 75 attend the pre-school
of Chabad.
77. Rabbi Moshe Budilovsky arrived in Kishinev in September 1997 to invigorate
Torat Emet - Yeshiva of Kishinev, a Jewish school that had floundered under
previous leadership. The school currently enrolls 30 youngsters -- 20 boys and
10 girls in separate programs -- in grades seven through eleven. Rabbi
Budilovsky expects 50 to 60 adolescents as pupils in 1998-1999, perhaps the
capacity of the school's current facilities. Most youngsters board at school
dormitories; they are from various cities and towns in Moldova, Ukraine, Belarus,
and Russia.
The curriculum focuses on Jewish studies between 8:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., and
on secular subjects between 2:00 and 7:00 p.m. Rabbi Budilovsky, two
instructors from a hesder yeshiva in Yerucham, and two female soldiers from the
Israeli Defense Forces teach Jewish subjects, and a local person teaches
Hebrew on a part-time basis. The teachers of secular subjects are all local
people, the best in the city (according to Rabbi Budilovsky). As in other Jewish
schools throughout the transition states, such teachers are attracted to Torat
Emet by good teaching conditions and salaries that are paid on time.
The goal of the school, said Rabbi Budilovsky, is the provision of five years of
rigorous education in both secular and Jewish religious subjects. All pupils will
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be encouraged to enroll in Israeli post-secondary yeshiva programs such as
Machon Lev/Jerusalem College of Technology (for boys) or Michlala/Jerusalem
College for Women (for girls). Rabbi Budilovsky and his sponsors see no future
in Moldova for Jewish young people. One of his sponsors has arranged for all
pupils to spend the 1998 summer in Israel in a special program that includes
three weeks of touring the country, three weeks in yeshiva, and two weeks of
living with families in a religious agricultural settlement.
Rabbi Budilovsky himself was born in Kyiv and graduated from Leningrad State
University before emigrating to Israel. He is a professional educator with 13
years experience as a school principal. Rabbi Moshe Eisenman of Ner Israel
Rabbinical College in Baltimore is his mentor.
In response to a question about the appeal of Torat Emet to parents, most of
whom have weak Jewish backgrounds, Rabbi Budilovsky said that the high
quality of its secular education, the poor quality of local public schools, and the
emphasis that Torat Emet places on character-building all attract parents. Free
room and board as well as free transportation to and from their homes for
vacations also attract families, most of whom are impoverished.
The boys' school has seven computers, described by Rabbi Budilovsky as being
of "stone-age" origin. They may be 286s; only five are in working order.
"Another three junks" are at the girls' school, said Rabbi Budilovsky.
Notwithstanding the aged and decrepit nature of the equipment that they are
operating, some of the boys appeared to be ready for programming and design
work.
Rabbi Budilovsky explained that Torat Emet - Yeshiva of Kishinev occupies the
same site as a famous synagogue and yeshiva of the pre-World War II era. The
synagogue and yeshiva were led by Rabbi Leib Yehuda Tsirelson (1859-1941),
who had worked in Kishinev since 1910. Rabbi Tsirelson was a respected rabbi,
a Zionist, an activist in Jewish communal affairs, and the representative of
Bessarabian Jewry in the Romanian parliament. He was killed on the first day of
World War II by a bomb dropped from a German aircraft. The yeshiva is located
across the street from a large sports stadium in which Jews were rounded up and
shot during the Shoah.
Rabbi Budilovsky is highly regarded in Kishinev for his intelligence and readiness
to work with all segments of the community. He has been active in Jewish
welfare services and as a rabbinic advisor to the Hillel student group.
78. Other educational institutions of Jewish significance in Moldova are the
Faculty of Judaica, Jewish History, and Literature at Kishinev State
University, which enrolls 40 students in Hebrew, Yiddish, general Jewish history,
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and Jewish history of Bessarabia, and the Department of Judaica at the
Academy of Sciences. The latter has published several books on local
pogroms and other subjects.
A popular Jewish University offers courses and lectures in Judaism, Jewish
history, and Jewish culture. It has opened branches in Beltsy and Bendery, in
addition to its main center in Kishinev.
79. The Joint Distribution Committee operates a multi-faceted program in
Moldova designed to support the local Jewish population. According to JDC
representative Igal Kotler, the priority is welfare, but JDC also supports programs
in Jewish education and culture, Jewish communal life, and Jewish religious
practice.
Hesed Yehuda (named after Rabbi Leib Yehuda Tsirelson; see above) is the
center of JDC welfare activities, which serve about 2,500 elderly Jews in
Kishinev. Located in very cramped quarters, the hesed staff supervises a
nutrition program offering hot meals in canteens and in neighborhood warm
houses, meals-on-wheels, and distribution of food parcels. About 240 elderly
homebound Jews in Kishinev receive patronage services, such as cleaning,
shopping, and meal preparation. Hairdressing at home, repair of appliances, and
a telephone contact line are also available. Almost 300 people rent canes,
walkers, mattresses designed to prevent bedsores, and other medical
equipment.
About 300 elderly participate in social activities for the elderly at Hesed Yehuda.
Among these are 15 different interest groups, such as handicrafts, singing,
Yiddish, etc. Shabbat and holiday programs are also available.
The focus of JDC-sponsored cultural activity is The Yitzak Manger Kishinev
Jewish Municipal Library and Jewish Community Center. The library was
established in 1991 with Moldovan government support and is now one of the
largest Jewish community libraries in the successor states. The Jewish
Community Center includes: (1) a Children's Department offering arts and crafts,
Hebrew instruction, dance, etc; and (2) a Jewish Cultural Center offering a
Jewish Family Club, Shoah survivors group with 470 members, war veterans
association with 500 members, Yiddish Center, Pensioners' Club, dance and
music groups, bookbinding, ceramics, a museum of Bessarabian Jewish history,
and a Hillel student group.
JDC has supplied Jewish day schools and other educational institutions with
various educational materials and office equipment, such as copying machines.
It has sponsored several academic seminars and conferences on Jewish
themes.
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In supporting the development of Jewish communal life, JDC works with the
Moldovan Association of Jewish Organizations and Communities, an umbrella
body for Jewish organizations in ten cities and towns throughout the country.
These smaller Jewish population centers have Jewish cultural societies, Sunday
schools, and heseds. The chairman of the Association is Shimon Shoikhet, a
prominent local architect. Immediately prior to the writer's arrival in Moldova,
representatives of this group had met to plan distribution of payments from Swiss
banks to Holocaust survivors.
As in the case in other transition states, JDC support of Jewish religious life
includes provision of ritual items and religious materials to synagogues and
Jewish schools. It also participates in the planning of communal celebrations of
Jewish festivals.
The spacious downtown offices of JDC house the Kishinev Institute for Social
and Communal Workers, a branch of a larger JDC facility in St. Petersburg.
Serving southern Ukraine and Moldova, the Kishinev Institute operates various
seminars and workshops in social and communal work, management, and
Jewish tradition and culture for employees in JDC-assisted programs. The
themes of its 19 seminars in 1997 included patronage and nutrition programs, the
warm home program, the role of the volunteer in philanthropic organizations, the
role of the community board in the hesed, bookkeeping practices in philanthropic
organizations, planning in the hesed, and adult Jewish education. JDC has also
sent some workers to seminars in other post-Soviet successor states and in
Israel.
80. The State of Israel does not maintain a separate embassy in Moldova. Its
consular representative in Moldova is Alex Agmon, who formerly directed the
Israel Cultural Center in Dnipropetrovsk. Mr. Agmon, who was born in Tashkent,
heads the Consulate of Israel, which is located in the Israel Cultural Center.
(See below.) The Consulate operates under the direction of the Embassy of
Israel in Ukraine.
81. The Israel Cultural Center is sponsored by Nativ, formerly known as
Lishkat Hakesher, which is an Israeli government institution attached to the office
of the Prime Minister. It is located in new and very attractive office space. Yana
Agmon, an Israeli who was born in Baku, directs the Center; she previously
worked in the Israel Cultural Center in Dnipropetrovsk. She is the wife of Alex
Agmon, the Israeli Consul in Moldova.
Ms. Agmon said that one of their major responsibilities is the supervision of eight
Jewish Sunday schools throughout Moldova for Jewish pupils between the ages
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of seven and 16. Three are located in Kishinev and enroll 60, 80, and 90
youngsters; the others are located in Bendery (120 pupils), Soroky (50), Beltsy
(35), Rybnitsa (35), and Tiraspol (35). The curriculum includes Hebrew, Jewish
tradition, Jewish history, and holiday celebrations.
The Israel Cultural Center operates an ulpan in Kishinev that enrolls about 250
people. It also sponsors a youth club, Maccabee sports club, and a women's
club, as well as lectures on various topics and holiday celebrations. Its major
purpose is to provide information about Israel to local Jews.
82. Discussion with Victor Fisher, the Kishinev representative of the Jewish
Agency for Israel, was difficult because, due to time constraints, it was held in
the midst of a larger and poorly planned meeting between Mr. Fisher and Hillel
students from Illinois. (See below.)
Hillel Pesach Project in Moldova
83. Rabbi Paul V. Saiger, Executive Director of The Hillels of Illinois,
approached the writer in 1996 for suggestions regarding the possibility of
involving Illinois Hillel students in some level of contact with the Jewish
population of the post-Soviet successor states. Rabbi Saiger noted his own
family history in the area and his belief that substantive interaction could be
developed between the two Jewish populations. The writer responded that any
efforts in effecting such contact might be concentrated in Kyiv and the
surrounding area; Chicago and Kyiv are sister-cities, and Rabbi Yaakov D.
Bleich, Chief Rabbi of Kyiv and Ukraine, was known to be interested in fostering
contact between Jewish young people in Ukraine and the United States.
However, it was also noted that the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago
had shown little interest in pursuing a relationship with Kyiv Jewry, a critical factor
because any such association probably would require some degree of subsidy
from Federation. Several possible Hillel student summer projects in Ukraine
(such as working as counselors in Ukrainian Jewish summer camps or working
with Ukrainian Jewish students to restore abandoned Jewish cemeteries) were
discussed, but none was pursued because no financial support could be
foreseen.60
84. The writer contacted Rabbi Saiger in autumn of 1997, suggesting that The
Hillels of Illinois consider the possibility of participation in the Hillel Pesach
Project in the post-Soviet transition states. That Hillel members in Russia and
60

Jeffrey Weill, a staff member of the Jewish Community Relations Council of Metropolitan
Chicago at the time, also participated in these discussions. Mr. Weill's responsibilities at the
JCRC included the portfolio for post-Soviet Jewry.
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Ukraine had conducted Pesach seders for Jews in relatively small Jewish
population centers in 1996 and 1997 was well known among those who followed
the post-Soviet rebirth of Jewish communal life. It appeared much less well
known that American Jewish students attending Hebrew University in Jerusalem
and several additional American Jewish students from Pittsburgh had joined with
Ukrainian and Russian Jewish youth in these endeavors in 1997. (Appropriate
publicity had attended the participation of American Jewish students in the
Pesach Project; however, this precedent seems to have attracted little serious
attention.) Because a Pesach project would be of relatively short duration, it was
thought that its cost would be much more manageable than a summer project.
85. Rabbi Saiger contacted Rabbi Yossi Goldman61 at a Hillel staff conference in
late 1997 regarding the possibility of Illinois participation in the 1998 Pesach
Project. Rabbi Goldman responded that Kyiv, Chicago's sister-city, had already
been reserved for 26 American Jewish students at Hebrew University, but that
Illinois might consider working with Hillel groups in Odessa, Moldova, or the Ural
Mountain area.
By early January 1998, Rabbi Goldman suggested that Chicago limit its
exploratory efforts to Kishinev as the other destinations lacked the infrastructure
to accommodate American students. It was suggested that the Hillels of Illinois
contact the office of the Joint Distribution Committee in Kishinev, as JDC is the
advisory organization to Hillel in the transition states. In prior communication
with Rabbi Goldman, Kishinev JDC had indicated agreement to receive an Illinois
Hillel group of six to 10 students.
86. Rabbi Saiger was in contact with JDC in Kishinev and with an experienced
travel agent by mid-January. Concurrently, Rabbi Saiger was recruiting student
participants and attempting to develop a firm budget for the trip so that necessary
funds could be raised.
Projected costs seemed to be about $2,000 per participant. So that the
experience would be available to a broad range of Hillel members, it was decided
to limit the student share of expenses to $500 each. An informal fundraising
drive yielded gifts of $5,000, $4,000, two contributions of $1,000 each, and $100
to cover the necessary subsidy for eight students.
87. By late February, The Hillels of Illinois had received expressions of interest
from more than 20 students. Fully half of the inquiries were from New American
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Rabbi Goldman is Hillel director at Hebrew University and also Hillel International Vice
President and Director for Israel and the Former Soviet Union.
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students, i.e., from students who had emigrated to the United States from the
(former) Soviet Union. These inquiries were scrutinized with great care as it had
been anticipated that some immigrant students would perceive the trip primarily
as a heavily subsidized opportunity to visit friends and relatives remaining in the
transition states. A formal application and interview process ensued.
88. Eight participants were selected by mid-March, including one New American
and one brother-sister duo. The students ranged from 20 to 30 years old and
represented five universities and colleges in Illinois. The 30-year old, who had
substantial international travel experience, was selected as group leader.
Attempts were made to arrange orientation meetings for participants; those
attending Chicago-area campuses were able to meet on the Sunday before
departure, but the three students from the University of Illinois were unable to
attend this session.
Concurrently, e-mail correspondence between Rabbi Saiger in Chicago and
JDC/Hillel in Kishinev addressed issues related to program, accommodations for
Illinois participants, the need in Moldova for Pesach supplies, etc. Visas and air
tickets for Illinois students were obtained.
89. The writer arrived in Kishinev on April 7, one day ahead of the Illinois
students. Discussions were held with Igal and Inna Kotler, JDC representatives
in Moldova, to resolve several issues. The Illinois students arrived late in the day
on April 8, via Frankfurt. Kishinev Hillel students joined their American
counterparts at a welcome dinner held at a Jewish-style restaurant in the city.
90. The Kishinev Hillel organization dates from 1996, when JDC convened a
group of three Kishinev Jewish students and suggested that they be the founding
members of Hillel in the Moldovan capital. Kishinev Hillel now includes 50
Jewish students from 12 different post-secondary education institutions. The
organization has its own room (called Beit Hillel) at the Jewish Community
Center and sponsors a discussion club, Jewish film club, Jewish song club,
English club, discotheque evenings, newspaper, beit midrash, kabbalat Shabbat
program, and other projects. Members have learned about Jewish holidays at
synagogues in Kishinev and then have organized holiday observances for Jewish
elderly and for Jews in several small towns. They played an active role in
organizing and operating a JDC-sponsored family summer camp and have
organized and led several Jewish community events in Kishinev. Activists have
attended Hillel conferences in other cities in the successor states and several
have participated in Hillel seminars in Israel.
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A core group of about eight Kishinev Hillel members accompanied the Illinois
Hillel travelers in almost all program activities. Several were fluent in English and
most of the others had some English-language capacity. Additional Kishinev
Hillel members participated in occasional events during the week-long Pesach
Project.
91. Illinois and Moldovan Hillel students gathered in a large conference room at
the JDC office on the first full day of the project. Igal Kotler began the session
with a review of Moldovan history and Jewish life in the area. Mr. Kotler also
spoke about security concerns and asked the American students for their
cooperation in safety issues. The point of his message was not absorbed by the
Americans, who asked to visit local commercial discotheques that evening. The
American students were unaware that many disco establishments throughout the
post-Soviet successor states are associated with narcotics trafficking and other
criminal activity.
The students then began to plan their first seder, which was to involve members
of a JDC-sponsored Jewish Family Club. A Moldovan and an Illinois student
were designated as seder leaders and everyone else was assigned a part to
read.

Moldovan and Illinois
Hillel members rehearse
parts for a JDC Jewish
Family
Club
seder.
Planning meetings and
rehearsals took place at
the Kishinev JDC office.

An early afternoon bus tour of Jewish Kishinev with an English-speaking
specialist on Moldovan Jewish history began with an impromptu visit to Jewish
day school #22. Although several of the American students appeared to find it
interesting, the disorganized character of the visit greatly reduced its value. The
historian, who clearly was annoyed at losing some of her designated time to an
unplanned stop at the school, spoke in a dry, overly academic manner and failed
to engage the American students on the ensuing bus tour, many of whom were
feeling the effects of jet lag.
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The group returned to the JDC office in the late afternoon to continue planning
for the first seder. In the meantime, Mr. Kotler managed to find some popular
Jewish musicians to lead a disco evening at Beit Hillel, which was attended by
Illinois and Moldovan Hillel members.
92. The second day, Erev Pesach, began with more planning meetings at the
JDC office. Students were assigned to one of three mixed groups of about three
Illinois and three Moldovan students each to plan seders for concurrent visits to
Jewish population centers in Beltsy, Bendery, and Soroky. In this planning
session, as in others, the students from Illinois and Moldova seemed to work well
together. They used different haggadot as resources,62 but communicated
effectively.
In the early afternoon, the writer accompanied the Kotlers and other JDC staff to
a seder at a JDC dining room. Participants included JDC dining room clients,
hesed volunteers and clients, a contingent of Jewish World War II veterans,
leaders of Jewish community organizations, and various JDC employees. Rabbi
Moshe Budilovsky and his eldest son led the seder. A choir from the Chabad
day school sang several traditional Pesach songs. A women's choir of JDC
volunteers also sang.
The first seder for the Hillel students was at the yeshiva associated with Rabbi
Budilovsky. The students had prepared for a group of 40 members of the JDC
Family Club, which includes some three-generation families as well as several
singles. A small room at the yeshiva had been assigned for this seder. Rabbi
Budilovsky was to lead a more traditional seder for the yeshiva students in
another room.
As people gathered at the yeshiva, it became apparent that far more than 40
individuals intended to participate in the Family Club seder. Rabbi Budilovsky
suggested that the event be relocated to two adjacent rooms with a large
doorway between them. Much re-arranging of furniture ensued as tables
(already set for the seder) and chairs were moved from one room to two other
rooms and additional tables and chairs were found and prepared. About 80
people attended the seder.
The yeshiva kitchen managed to find enough food for all. The Budilovsky family
and others associated with the yeshiva were very helpful.
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The Americans brought copies of the standard American Hillel haggada with them. The
Moldovan students preferred a bilingual (Russian/Hebrew) haggada prepared and distributed by
JDC. The latter was distributed widely throughout the successor states and was the standard
haggadah for JDC-sponsored seders.
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Moldovan and Illinois Hillel members were seated in each room. Some remained
in one room, shouting their portion of the seder so as to be heard in the second
room as well. Others stood in the doorway between the two rooms and
attempted to speak to each from that neutral position.
Following completion of the seder, which was regarded as something of a
triumph because of the conditions in which it was conducted, Moldovan and
Illinois Hillel students left the yeshiva building arm-in-arm, walked into the
yeshiva courtyard and out into an area adjoining the street, all the while singing
Pesach songs. A voice rang out, "Should we be doing this? Singing in Hebrew
outside?" The voice was that of Alexandra T., the New American student, who
had emigrated from Ukraine some eight years previously at a time when singing
in Hebrew outside was a potentially hazardous activity, glasnost notwithstanding.
She would reflect later that her outburst and the non-response that it elicited
were a defining moment of the trip for her.
93. The third day was Shabbat. Students attended Shabbat services at the
Chabad synagogue, which is within easy walking distance of the hotel. The
synagogue was quite full. The second meal was taken at the synagogue. (The
Chabad synagogue often provides catering to the Kishinev Jewish community.)
Following the second meal, the students walked through the city to the yeshiva,
where, according to the schedule, Rabbi Budilovsky was to lead them in studying
the weekly Torah portion. The walk became an expedition; in warm spring
weather, it was overly long. Arriving at the yeshiva, the students found a
surprised Rabbi Budilovsky, who had not been informed of his instructional role.
However, he greeted everyone graciously, invited the group into a study hall, and
asked that the Americans "consider the yeshiva your home while you are in
Kishinev". A homey sense was easily achieved when Rabbi Budilovsky's eightyear old daughter entered the hall, whispered something to her father, and stood
expectantly before the students. Rabbi Budilovsky explained that his daughter
had invested a prodigious amount of time and energy in learning Mah Nishtanah
and wished to recite the traditional Four Questions before the group. The
students readily assented, listened respectfully, and then praised the child for her
accomplishment.
Although he had not anticipated the arrival of American students and some of
their Moldovan counterparts, Rabbi Budilovsky proceeded with an Englishlanguage lesson on the Torah portion. His lack of preparation, the warm
weather, fatigue from the long walk to the yeshiva, and general exhaustion from
their Moldovan Pesach experience thus far probably all contributed to the
somnolence that overtook some of the students as they sat at their desks.
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The second Pesach seder for the students was among their peers in a room at
the Jewish Community Center. It appeared that all Hillel members in Kishinev
were in attendance, leading to a crowded, but congenial evening.
94. On the fourth day, groups of five or six Hillel members went to Beltsy,
Bendery, or Soroky. About 1,000 Jews are believed to live in Bendery and in
Soroky, perhaps a few hundred more in Beltsy.
The writer chose to accompany the Soroky group, having visited the Bendery
Jewish community several years previously and having driven through Beltsy en
route to Kishinev from Chernovtsy. The northward route to Soroky, which lies on
the right bank of the Dnistr River across from Ukraine, stretches through miles of
rolling hills, most of which is under cultivation (fruit, corn, tobacco). Cars and
trucks share the road with horse-drawn carts and individuals on bicycles. Bucolic
villages appear quaint and charming, although the enchantment recedes as one
realizes that village wells testify to a lack of plumbing and that other amenities
also are absent. The group stopped in the center of Soroky to visit a 15thcentury fortress erected by Prince Stephen the Great of Moldova. After a tour led
by an English-speaking guide, the group proceded to the Soroky synagogue, a
square stucco structure on a deeply pot-holed street.

Inside, 120 people were seated at long tables surrounding the center bima. The
men all wore white kipot (traditional head coverings) with JDC emblems. About
a dozen children sat with their parents, but eight additional children were
escorted to the bima
where they remained
throughout the seder,
watching intently as
the two American and
four Moldovan Hillel
students
lead
the
community in a somewhat shortened version
of the traditional ritual.
Two boys on the bima
engaged in a minor
scuffle over one kipa,
but the contest ended
quickly after a second
kipa was produced.
Several local women
proudly declared to the
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writer that they had been
preparing the meal for the
last five days, a believable
claim.63
Top: The synagogue in Soroky.
Bottom: Hillel members lead a seder inside the Soroky synagogue.

Returning to Kishinev, the van carrying the students stopped suddenly. The six
students emerged from the vehicle and proceeded to walk down the embankment to the shore of the Dnister. The car in which the writer and several JDC
staff were riding stopped behind the van. A puzzled van driver reported that the
students just wanted to walk along the river. After confirming with the students
that everything was in good order and with the driver that he would wait for them,
the writer and JDC staff continued on to Kishinev. The two Illinois and four
Moldovan students returned later.
Dinner was held at the I.M. Manger Jewish Library and Community Center in
Kishinev. Prior to dinner, students toured the very large library (which receives
municipal funding), a ceramics studio, bookbinding shop, and other facilities.
Moisei Lemster, a Yiddish writer and also Chairman of the Jewish Cultural
Association of Kishinev, headed a large group of community leaders who
dined with the students.
95. The sixth day in Kishinev began with a meeting for the American students at
the Embassy of the United States with Ambassador John Todd Stewart.64 Mr.
Stewart received the students graciously in a conference room and responded to
several broad questions.
Relations between the United States and Moldova are very good. He
observed that Moldova has no significant diaspora in the United States;
therefore, no Moldovan lobby exists. Accordingly, U.S. aid is determined on its
merits. Of all the post-Soviet transition states, Moldova receives the second
highest per capita aid from the U.S. Moldova spends its U.S. aid wisely, said Mr.
Stewart. He noted that the highest per capita recipient of American aid among
the successor states is Armenia, a country with a significant ethnic lobby in the
United States.

63

For this seder as for others, representatives of JDC had driven to the town several weeks
previously with cartons of matzot, other Pesach supplies, and instructions for meal preparation,
presentation, and organization. Funds for food and other items were given to community leaders.
64
It is unusual for an American ambassador to meet with visiting groups of Americans,
especially with a group of students. The visit was arranged by the National Conference on Soviet
Jewry.
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The U.S. aid program had a somewhat rocky beginning due to fighting in the
Transdnistr area. However, a comprehensive program now functions very well.
The first extension of U.S. aid was for a large Peace Corps contingent, a project
that continues today. The priority within the Peace Corps program is the
teaching of English; among other benefits, English facilitates use of the internet.
The U.S. offers many exchange programs for students and is operating 35
different technical assistance programs in Moldova. The most important
assistance program is in agriculture and is leading to the transformation of
Moldova's extensive agricultural sector. About two-thirds of Moldova's 1000+
farms have been privatized. The country needs a good agriculture extension
service. Some oil and gas deposits are located in southern Moldova; a U.S.
company holds the concessions for their exploitation.
U.S. humanitarian aid is far-reaching, both that extended by the U.S. government
and that contributed by private American groups to such organizations as
orphanages and hospitals.
Referring to the Moldovan economy in general, Mr. Stewart said that the
country is mostly rural and exists on a non-cash economy. It is difficult to
evaluate the overall economy because so much of it functions on a barter basis
and thus is not reported.
Lack of an equitable and enforced tax system is a
major problem; government salaries and pensions are not paid, and various
government services are never implemented.
Much of the support for the
Communists in the last election came from older people who are not receiving
their pensions.65
Many city-dwellers have relatives in rural areas who help out with food. In return,
the city-dwellers provide certain manufactured goods that are easier to find in
urban areas.
The Moldovan industrial base is very narrow. Industrial production was limited
during the Soviet period and whatever did exist was linked to production in other
parts of the Soviet Union. This type of manufacturing ceased soon after Moldova
declared independence. The industrial sector requires considerable development.
Mr. Stewart responded to a question about the Transdnistr situation that was
posed by one of the students who had helped to conduct a seder in Bendery, a
city in Transdnistr. The Transdnistr situation is a major problem for the new
65

The writer saw two political demonstrations by older people in Kishinev who were demanding
payment of their pensions. Both occurred on April 14; one was staged in front of the Ministry of
Justice, and the second was held outside the office of the President of Moldova. Upon seeing the
protesters and reading some of their placards, the writer's driver commented sadly, "The old
people, they are dying like flies." ["Пожилые, они умерают как мухи."]
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Moldovan government, said Ambassador Stewart.
Immediately following
Moldovan independence, local Russians were justified in their fears of Moldovan
nationalism and potential Romanian annexation of Moldova, including Transdnistr. Local "rabble rousers" and "Russian carpetbaggers" from Russia
exploited the situation in declaring a Dnistr Moldovan Republic that was loyal to
Russia. However, Moldovan nationalism and Romanian claims on Moldova have
declined substantially since the heady days of early independence and
justification for the continuing presence of the Russian 14th Army in Transdnistr
no longer exists. Russian state policy on Transdnistr seems ambivalent; Russia
appears to have no real desire to maintain troops in the area and might
cooperate in a withdrawal if a strategy for withdrawal is developed.
In the meantime, Transdnistr has become a haven for organized crime. The
Transdnistr leadership has no interest in resolving the issue because they are
making money from illegal commerce in the area. Moldova is concerned
because it has no control over its own borders; contraband, such as cigarettes
and weapons (for Chechnya and Abkhazia) move freely through Transdnistr.
96. The American and Moldovan students proceeded to Orhei (Orgeev), a town
of about 40,000 people, approximately 35 kilometers north of Kishinev. Fewer
than 1,000 Jews remain in the region.
Together with leaders of the Orhei Jewish community, the students crowded into
a small room (normally used for ulpan classes) in a Jewish communal building for
a Pesach luncheon. Several elderly men related accounts of the Shoah in
Orgeev. In response to a question, the middle-aged leader of the community
said that the ulpan was very busy and that almost all young people are leaving
for Israel.
Following the meal, the students visited the local Jewish cemetery, a burial
ground of special interest as it includes graves and tombstones from the 16th
century as well as monuments to Shoah victims and more contemporary graves.
An elderly communal leader recited kaddish in a clear, strong voice.
97. Upon returning to Kishinev, the students toured the JDC Hesed Yehuda
welfare center (see pp.
64-65), showing special
interest in the various
nutrition programs, social
activities, and medical
equipment
loan
programs.
Although
other experiences had
prompted
occasional
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questions about the role of world Jewry in supporting fellow Jews in "countries of
distress", the visit to the hesed seemed to generate a more coherent aware-ness
of Jewish communal responsibility in caring for Jews around the world. The
question of one student -- Who is paying for all of this? -- would provide a
useful foun-dation for a discussion on the following day.
Two local women preside over the medical equipment loan center at Hesed Yehuda in
Kishinev.

The Hillel students ate dinner at Hesed Yehuda and listened to a brief concert by
young Jewish musicians. Each student received a small gift (such as a challah
cover) made by an elderly client in a hesed workshop.

Immediately before dinner, the students divided into small groups and visited
individual Jewish elderly in their apartments. The writer went to an Open Home,
an apartment in which ten elderly Jews had gathered for a modified seder. A
World War II veteran led the ritual, mainly in Hebrew. Several other participants
read poetry that they
had written about the
holiday or about other
aspects of Jewish life.
The man at right led the
seder in Hebrew and
Russian. The man at the
left
remained
silent
throughout the seder in a
Kishinev
JDC
Open
Home.

98. On the seventh (and last full) day, the students had some free time during
the first part of the morning and then met at the JDC office for a summary and
evaluation of their experience in Moldova. The following points were made by
the Illinois students:
•

They had expected that all Moldovan Jews would be ignorant of Judaism and
Jewish custom, and that Moldovan Jewry would lack Jewish institutions. The
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Americans were surprised to find that some Moldovan Jews are well
educated in Jewish tradition and practice, and that numerous Jewish
institutions exist in the country.
•

The Moldovan Hillel students were friendly and helpful throughout the visit.
The planning meetings at the beginning of the Hillel Pesach Project
experience
in Kishinev
were very useful in helping
the two groups of students
to become acquainted.

Planning
meetings
were
productive and helped Hillel
members from Illinois and
Moldova become acquainted
with one another.

•

The Illinois students were pleasantly surprised by the quality of the meals
throughout the trip.

•

They would recommend more comprehensive preparation in Chicago prior to
departure. They suggested a weekend workshop in which they would meet
each other, learn background information on Moldova and Moldovan Jewry,
and review Pesach traditions. They also suggested establishment of e-mail
contact with their Moldovan Hillel counterparts several months before Pesach.

•

A tour of Kishinev in general (not only Jewish Kishinev) at the beginning of
the trip would be helpful. Similarly, Illinois students would also like to meet
Moldovan political, business, and cultural figures. They would like to meet
people from other minority populations.

•

The students would like to spend more time with individual elderly Jews in
Moldova so as to learn their personal histories. (They recognize that
additional translators will be necessary for fulfillment of such a project.)

•

They would like to do a community service project while in Moldova.66

66

Marina Fromer, the JDC "Country Director" for Southern Ukraine and Moldova, had suggested
such a project during preliminary discussions with the writer about the trip. Ms. Fromer had
suggested participation in the delivery of meals on wheels, helping in a JDC dining hall, or similar
work. However, no action was taken on this suggestion.
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•

They would like more time in Moldova, perhaps two additional days, in which
all participants would visit the Transdnistr area (because the situation in
Transdnistr is contemporary history), visit more small Jewish population
centers, and have more free time.

•

They would like more mixed small-group activity, e.g., programs in which two
or three American and two or three Moldovan Hillel members work together.

•

They would contribute more than $800 in remaining group and individual
funds to specific program areas in Kishinev Hillel and in Hesed Yehuda.

•

They believe that the JDC pre-occupation with security concerns was
excessive.67

In discussing potential further developments (follow-up) to the trip, the Illinois
students suggested:


The two groups of students should maintain contacts through e-mail, a webpage, and/or a reunion in Chicago or in Israel.68



Perhaps some of the Chicago students could work at the JDC-Hillel family
camp in Moldova.



One or more of the American participants in the 1998 Pesach project could be
the (graduate) student leader(s) of the 1999 Pesach project.



The Illinois students should combine the results of their individual video and
photographic efforts in an "official" Hillels of Illinois video.



The Illinois students should participate actively in fundraising efforts to
develop an endowment fund for perpetuation of Illinois Hillel participation in
such projects.

99. Following conclusion of the evaluation meeting, the writer met with the
American students to review several broad topics: (a) the general political and

67

The students resented the presence of JDC security guards near their rooms in their hotel and
the insistence by JDC that they not walk around Kishinev on their own without security personnel. They seemed not to absorb explanations about the high crime rate in the post-Soviet
successor states and the reality that foreigners often are perceived as easy targets.
68
The web page, entitled Hiillel United, can be seen at http://members.tripod.com/~hillelunited.
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economic situation in independent Moldova, in terms of student observations and
in terms of the remarks of the U.S. Ambassador on the previous day; (b) Jewish
life in Moldova; and (c) the programs of the various international Jewish
organizations represented in Moldova, including their sources of support. The
latter topic included some discussion of Jewish federation fund raising, UJA, the
process of allocating communal funds, the Conference on Jewish Material
Claims Against Germany, and the role of private foundations in supporting
Jewish communal endeavors.69
100. Logistics problems delayed the Illinois Hillel meeting with the local Jewish
Agency for Israel (JAFI; Sochnut) representation until after the evaluation
meeting described above. Given the controversy that the JAFI meeting
generated, an opportunity to discuss several aspects of it in the context of
evaluation would have been helpful. Unfortunately, such an opportunity did not
arise.
Victor Fisher, the Jewish Agency shaliach, had requested five hours with the
students, during which they would be escorted to several different JAFI
programs. Because of a conflicting commitment, the writer joined Mr. Fisher's
introductory session some 40 minutes after it had started. As the writer entered
Mr. Fisher's office, it was apparent that the shaliach's approach had produced
considerable tension, even hostility, among the American Hillel students. In later
discussions, the students commented that Mr. Fisher's remarks about several
segments of the Jewish population had been offensive.70
Mr. Fisher observed that many young Moldovan Jews wished to make aliyah.
JAFI had just concluded a three-day seminar in which 72 Moldovan Jews
between the ages of 18 and 27 discussed various aspects of emigration and
absorption in Israel. No issue, even prostitution or narcotics use in Israel, was
out of bounds for discussion, said Mr. Fisher.
Mr. Fisher then ended the
introductory session, suggesting that the Illinois students wait in the hallway in
the local JAFI office until he could find ulpan classes and other activities that they
could observe.
After much standing and walking about in the corridor, groups of students were
directed to several program areas. The writer and several of the Hillel students
visited a small ulpan class for young adults. The Israeli teacher was scheduled
to return to Israel in two days. He distributed sheet music of an Israeli song to
69

On several occasions, JDC personnel had noted that a particular program was funded in part
by a private foundation, such as the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation of Baltimore.
70
According to the students, Mr. Fisher spoke in a condescending manner about poorly
educated local Jews with university degrees, middle-age people who are difficult to absorb and
become burdens to their young adult children in Israel, and mentally retarded and otherwise
handicapped individuals who also cause absorption problems in Israel.
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the ulpan students and played the song on a tape recorder. The ulpan students
listened to the song and then attempted to sing along, but their efforts yielded
only limited success.
All of the Hillel students then attended a session of the JAFI Student Club, which
had been convened especially for Hillel. A representative from the Student Club
said that 15 of its members had left for Israel since the club was organized one
year previously. Those 15 had been replaced by another 15 students who had
joined the club in the past year. A group of students would make aliya together
in six months as part of the Yachad (Together) program, which encourages
young adults to immigrate in groups of friends who will be mutually supportive.
At the suggestion of the Americans, the Moldovan students introduced
themselves, declared their academic majors and career plans, and explained
why and when they planned to emigrate to Israel. Their career plans spanned a
broad range of technical and liberal arts fields. Most said that Israel appeared to
offer far more opportunities for the future than did the stagnating economy of
Moldova. Many wanted to join close relatives in Israel who would assist them in
the absorption process. A few mentioned Zionism and/or Jewish continuity as
reasons. Some had plans to emigrate at a specific time, e.g., immediately after
graduation or in six months, but some said only that they were certain that they
would leave within the next several years.
Their statements elicited a snappish response from one of the American
students, who advised her Moldovan counterparts to remain in Moldova and
contribute to the renaissance of the Moldovan Jewish community. Several
additional Americans agreed with the first student, directing hostile statements
and questions to the Moldovans about younger Jews "abandoning" Moldovan
Jewry. One of the Moldovan students then accused the Americans of advising
Moldovan Jews to assimilate, an inevitable fate because (she suggested, but did
not say clearly), Moldovan Jewry would be unable to sustain itself. The
Americans seemed taken aback by the vehemence of the Moldovan student's
response. At this point, the writer entered the discussion, counseling the
Americans that their own hostile response to the notion of aliyah, i.e., to the
future path that the Moldovan students had chosen for themselves, may have
provoked the harsh Moldovan student rejoinder. Several of the American
students then apologized for the aggressiveness of their approach to the issue.
The arrival of several JAFI student musicians who wished to perform for their
American peers ended a bitter exchange.
Notwithstanding the acrimony of the discussion, the American students
commented later that they wished they had met the JAFI Student Club members
earlier in the trip. The Americans would have enjoyed further discussions on
such critical topics.
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The American students then went by bus to a JAFI youth club called Nesher
(Eagle), an organization for adolescents between the ages of 12 and 17. Many
of the youngsters were enrolled in School #22, the Jewish day school that the
Americans had visited on the first day in Kishinev. Mr. Fisher explained that
Nesher was a vehicle for informal Jewish education on various Jewish themes. It
was important, he said, for adolescents to have fun while engaged in Jewish
activity. Led by Israeli women soldiers assigned to Kishinev for several months,
the youngsters were engaged in competitions designed to familiarize them with
the Israel Defense Forces. Some of the games involved mock combat, and one
exercise encouraged participants to go outside to rip branches off bushes and
trees for use as "camouflage". The Israeli leaders were quite personable and
assured the American students that the youngsters enjoyed the rough play of the
exercise, a judgment confirmed by observations of the students. It was also
noted that the Nesher agenda included a broad range of activities, including
holiday celebrations.
101. The American students returned to the Jewish Community Center for a final
dinner and cultural program with their Moldovan Hillel counterparts. The
students left Kishinev en route to Chicago the next morning, and the writer
continued to Odessa.

Observations
102.
The expansion of international welfare operations in support of
impoverished Jewish elderly in Ukraine (and, indeed, in all areas of the postSoviet transition states) is extraordinary in its visibility, impact, and testimony to
the ability of the international Jewish community to mobilize its resources in times
of dire need. The lead organization in this enterprise has been the American
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, which has engaged and is coordinating the
efforts of the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, Jewish
federations across North America (in a special Hunger Relief Program), private
foundations, the Central British Fund for World Jewish Relief, and indigenous
post-Soviet Jewish organizations.
New JDC heseds71 (welfare centers) have opened in the last year and existing
Jewish welfare centers are expanding. Their services focus on the provision of
food to needy Jewish elderly through communal dining programs, meals-onwheels, and food parcels. They also arrange homecare for the homebound,
71

The Hebrew plural form of hesed is hasadim. Such organizations exist in about 70 different
locations across the post-Soviet transition states. Many are regional, serving multiple Jewish
population centers.
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loans of medical equipment, fuel and clothing for winter, medical consultations,
and other services.
103. The need for such assistance in Ukraine is immense. The economic
situation is catastrophic, with little positive change anticipated in the foreseeable
future. A fragmented parliament and pervasive corruption deter vital economic
reform.
Whereas JDC and its partner organizations are accomplishing much in
alleviating the plight of Jewish elderly, the care of Jewish children in distress is
neglected by international Jewish organizations that are at once overburdened
with other responsibilities and ill informed of the need for their assistance. The
17 Jewish day schools in Ukraine do much more than offer their pupils a sound
secular and Jewish education; many also are welfare centers, providing two or
more hot meals on a daily basis, clothing, and, in some instances, medical care.
As critical as Ukrainian Jewish day schools are to struggling Jewish families, day
schools alone cannot address the problems of those children whose family
situations are painful or who have no family support at all. Several rabbis in
Ukraine have initiated residential programs for the most unfortunate children.
About 150 Jewish youngsters are currently accommodated in such institutions,
perhaps 50 percent of those estimated to require such care. Programs of this
type demand consistent financial support and professional supervision, neither of
which is readily available. Although JDC does provide occasional grants to
institutions caring for these children in the successor states, no international
organization is providing comprehensive assistance to Jewish children in distress
on a regular basis.72
104. The March conference in Dnipropetrovsk that brought together Ukrainian
rabbis and Jewish Agency representatives is a welcome development in
organizational collaboration and religious-civil partnership. The intent of the
Union of Jewish Religious Organizations of Ukraine (Об'еднання іудейських
релігйних організацій Україне) to hold additional joint conferences with other
Jewish enterprises in the future offers some hope that Jewish interagency
suspicion and mistrust may diminish, at least among international Jewish
organizations in Ukraine.
72

Both the Karliner-Stoliner movement (which is strongest in Kyiv and western Ukraine) and
Ohr Somayach in Odessa operate residential schools in Jerusalem geared to the needs of
Russian-speaking adolescents. These institutions enroll youngsters referred by their respective
organizations in Ukraine, but they lack the capacity to absorb all youngsters who would benefit
from their programs. Further, many families prefer that their children, particularly younger boys
and girls, remain in Ukraine close to family members even if the families are dysfunctional and
unable to provide appropriate care.
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105. Whether a joint conference of Ukrainian rabbis and representatives of
Nativ (also known as the Lishkat Hakesher or the Liaison Bureau) in Ukraine will
occur remains to be seen. In a purely objective sense, such a meeting will lack
balance as only the four largest Ukrainian Jewish population centers host Nativ
deputies, whereas rabbis are present in 16 Ukrainian cities.73
106. The issue of professional leadership continues to affect all Jewish
institutions in Ukraine. In concert with the Zionist mission of Israel, major
international Jewish organizations with programs in Ukraine and the other
successor states enlist Israelis as local managers. However, the reservoir of
capable Israelis willing to work and live in Ukraine is limited. Each organization - the Jewish Agency, the Joint Distribution Committee, and Nativ -- is
encountering serious problems in retaining and replacing key professional staff.
Political and economic instability, recurring shortages of basic commodities,
ethnic turmoil, pervasive crime and corruption, environmental degradation, and
separation from loved ones all deter qualified Israelis from seeking onsite
employment in Ukraine.
As international and local Jewish institutions move to employ local individuals in
managerial positions, the legacy of Soviet rule and post-Soviet chaos is
evermore visible. Few indigenous Jews have acquired the numerous skills
required for effective Jewish professional leadership; planning, consensusbuilding, enabling, motivating, managerial competence, fundraising, financial
administration, and knowledge of Jewish tradition are unlikely to have been
acquired under the Soviet system or during these early years of post-Soviet
independence. Vision eludes those of shallow experience and narrow horizons.
Professional competence is wanting in almost all spheres of Jewish communal
life. No social work practice exists in the successor states. Skilled educators in
Jewish subjects are rare among Ukrainian Jews. Foreign teachers of Judaic
topics may be employed, but few among them speak Russian well, understand
73

The future of Nativ remains in doubt. It has yet to define its post-Soviet mission, its methods
of operation have been criticized severely in periodic reports of the Israeli State Comptroller, and
much of its agenda seems to be invested in turf battles with other organizations better suited to
the performance of specific tasks. For example, its consular functions are more appropriate to
the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs according to recognized standards. Its aliyah promotion
activities would be better managed by the Jewish Agency; and its role in Jewish day school
education would be administered more professionally by the Jewish Agency Department of
Education (which specializes in diaspora education) in a coherent program embracing both formal
and informal Jewish education. Its computer training and small business operations classes
would be more effective if conducted by Sochnut as components of aliyah programs. Certain
other functions of Nativ could be abolished without any harm to post-Soviet Jewry or to aliyah.
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the local culture, or are amenable to extended employment in Ukraine.
Specialists in community organization, community relations, youth work,
geriatrics, counseling and therapy, and other specific services do not exist.
107.
Recruitment of Ukrainian Jews for lay leadership responsibilities
encounters comparable problems. Although the case of Vadim Rabinovich is
extreme, it is not irrelevant. Many of those who present themselves as leaders
or who are recruited by organizations as leaders are ill-suited to the tasks at
hand. Most often, their failings appear to be a legacy of the same Soviet system
that impairs the development of Jewish professional leaders.
The readiness of some international Jewish organizations to extend credibility
and even respect to indigenous Jews of questionable character and unproven
performance seems predicated on the notion that local leadership of any caliber
is preferable to a leadership vacuum. Such a premise requires further
examination, particularly when information about the candidate is readily
available among local citizens, rabbis, diplomats, and national offices of western
organizations active in support of post-Soviet Jewry. To state that a "boycott" of
Vadim Rabinovich "is no longer fashionable", as has the Kyiv representative of
one very prominent international Jewish organization, is to display a stunning
level of both ignorance and foolishness.
108. Ignorance and foolishness also accompany the continuing debate over
whether the priority for post-Soviet Jewry should be Jewish community-building
in the successor states or aliyah. (In the case of American Hillel students
questioning Moldovan students, naivete and rudeness might be more appropriate
descriptions.) Younger Jews in Ukraine and Moldova continue to emigrate in
large numbers, seeing little future for themselves in these unstable economies.
Middle-age and older Jews are more likely to remain, deterred by fears about
maintaining careers in a new society, by poor health, or by inertia. A Jewish
community infrastructure should support those who remain, but that support also
should endorse (and encourage) departure of those for whom opportunities are
greater elsewhere. Within a few years, large-scale emigration will diminish as
the pool of likely emigrants decreases due to emigration itself, the high average
age of those who remain, a low birth rate, and continuing intermarriage of the
relatively small number of younger Jews.
109.
Consistent with experience in other forms of education, the impact of
Illinois Hillel student participation in the Hillel Pesach Project in Moldova may
require some time for assessment. Nonetheless, it would seem that such
ventures should be continued and expanded in the future. A more extensive
orientation prior to departure than was possible in Illinois in 1998 might be
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advisable. Briefing material for Hillel staff or others who accompany the students
also should be developed.

Betsy Gidwitz
June 25, 1998

Some background information on Jewish population centers and Jewish history in this report is
adapted from standard reference materials on the post-Soviet successor states, Jewish history,
and Jewish communal life. All photographs were taken by the author. The two maps are from
Magellan Geographix and are available through the internet at <www.maps.com>. The Slavic
language used in this report is, in most instances, Russian. However, names of Ukrainian
Jewish organizations are written in Ukrainian, the language in which these organizations are
registered in Ukraine.
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